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Tuition F lat Rate
Begins Fall ‘02
MSU Continues to Remain Most
Economical University in State

April 25, 2 0 0 2

MSU QB to Go Pro
Ed Collins to go to New York Giants
Training Camp Friday
By Eli Gelman
AssistantSports Editor

student will have the option
For Ed Collins, the waiting
to either continue to pay per was the hardest part.
NewsEditor
credit or begin paying the
The former MSU quarter
flat rate for the remainder of back who agreed to terms
their degree program.
on a three-year c o n tra c t
. "The price [per credit] will with the New York Giants
Approved in June 2000
by the Board of Trustees, be slightly lower for return on Monday sat in his Hobo
the three-year tuition and ing students than it would ken apartment with friends
fees policy ca lle d for the be for incoming students," last Sunday, hoping for the
introduction of a flat-rate said Senior Vice President phone to ring.
tuition for full-time under of A dm inistration, Harry
Collins tried to live as
Schuckel.
graduate students.
"normal” a day as possible.
“ Returning students would He and his friends ordered
Currently, MSU is in the
third year of
s a v e
food from the locai Zach’s
the threemoney by Bar and Grill. They ate and
66 t h e P r ic e [ p e r
paying the watched TV all aay, flipping
year plan,
which calls
flat-rate if back and forth between
CREDIT] WILL BE
they
are baseball and basketball
for a flatSLIGHTLY LOWER FOR taking an games and the draft. But as
rate tuition.
The first
RETURNING STUDENTS 18 - c r e d it each round Vvent by on the
load.”
two years of
second day of the NFL draft,
THAN IT WOULD BE
If return his name w^s not soiled.
the policy
requested a
ing
stu
“ We were nervous. We
FOR INCOMING.... 99
y e a r l y
dents take ate like kings and w aited
tuition
a 15-credit for the phone to ring," said
-H arry Schuckel,
increase of
VP o f Adminstration
course
Collins, who reports to Giants
five percent
load, they m ini-cam p a t Giants Sta
and the flat-rate to be insti w ould save $250-$300 by dium tomorrow. "I was just
paying by the credit.
tuted during the third year.
hoping to get a call from
According to the brief
Despite budget cuts ear anybody."
ing on the Fiscal Year 2003 lier this year, which has forced
The Jacksonville Jaguars
Tuition, "The flat rate provides many other universities to showed the most interest
a clear financial incentive for increase their tuition by 11-15 in him leading up to the
students to com plete their percent, MSU’s com bined draft. He had contact with
degrees at a faster pace,
them in the sixth round and
See'TUITION" on p.6
allowing them to lower the
overall cost of their educa
tion."
By next semester, a
returning student taking a
15-credit course load and
paying per credit would pay
$2,004, approxim ately $95
more than they would pay
ing to follow through on the
this semester and $191 less By Inbal Kahanov
sanction imposed on him by
than new undergraduates Production Editor
an SGA Judiciary, Disciplinary
who are required to pay the
Committee.
flat rate.
The sanction imposed
The SGA has yet to take
The rate per credit for all action against outgoing Trea by the judicial disciplinary
resident NJ returning under surer, Sharriff Elhagin, for fail com m ittee in early March
graduates will be $133.60.
The cost for all nonresident
returning undergraduates will
be $221.47, which represents
a seven percent increase.
Residents of NJ, who
attend MSU, subsidize the
University.
Because non-residents of
ipf
the University are not subsi
dized, MSU needs to increase
the tuition rate to make up
for the money they aren't
receiving from the state.
Although newly a d m it
ted full-time undergraduate
students will be assessed at
the new tuition flat rate of
JOHNSPARACIO / THEMONTCLARION
$2,195 per semester, return
SGA Treasurer, Sharriff Elhagin, has not followed through
ing full-time undergraduate
on the sanction that was imposed on him in March.
By Lillian M. Aleman
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Ed Collins set 16 MSU records in his three years here.
Although he didn’t get drafted, the QB agreed to terms
with the Giants on Monday.
expected to be selected.
When the d ra ft e n ded
one round later, the 6-2,
2 2 0 -p o u n d U nion, N ew
Jersey native was still a parttime bartender at Ted and
Joe's restaurant in Hoboken.
"Sunday ends and I'm
now here," said Collins. "I

could possibly be looking for
a job in a few weeks."
Finally at 10:30 a.m. on
Monday, his cell phone rang.
His agent told him he had just
agreed to sign a free agent
contract with the Giants.
See "COLLINS" ON P.33

SGA Treasurer Fails to Follow
Through on ‘Letter W riting’ Sanction
required Elhagin to write a
letter of apology to be pub
lished in the Opinion Section
of The M o n td a rio n . The
letter has not been issued for
this final publication week
this year.
Elhagin, who is grad
uating this coming May,
informed The M o n td a rio n
th a t he did not intend to
write any such letter.
According to SGA Attor
ney General, Jason Long,
who brought the charges
up against Elhagin, the issue
of following through on the
sanction was the responsibil
ity of the SGA Justices.
"I was not aware that I
was required to do that,"
said Justice Carrie Jepson.
"I do not remember being
informed of that role."
The
sanction
was
imposed when Elhagin was
found guilty on one of three

charges regarding his vio-.
lation of the SGA Code of
Ethics by receiving payment
for the d e eja y service he
provides to SGA organiza
tions, whose funds he over
sees.
He was found guilty for
"conflict or appearance of
conflict” with section B of the
SGA Code of Ethics.
This section states that he
should not have any direct or
indirect interest, financial or
otherwise that could impair
his functioning as a Trea
surer, and th a t he should
not undertake any outside
employment, which could
do the same.
In the hearing, Elhagin
plead that he did not receive
any financial compensation
for the de eja y services
th a t he rendered a t SGA
financed events, and that
See “ APOLOGY" on p.6
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W e a t f ie S
4ÖJ
rain

report
4/18/02 - Officers
responded to Blanton
Hall on the report
of a male and a
female having a verbal
disagreement.

4/17/02 - Officers
transported a female with
a severe nosebleed to the
Health Center.

4/17/02 - Clifton Fire
Department determined
that a malfunctioning
smoke detector was the
cause of an alarm on
the 10th floor of Bohn
Hall.

4/16/02 - A female
Bohn Hall student and
her roommate reported
receiving harassing
phone calls.

4/17/02 - Built up
steam in the-boiler
room of Webster Hall
activated the fire
alarm.

4/15/02 - MSU EMS
transported a skater with
a head injury from
Floyd Hall arena to the
hospital.
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The M on tcla rio n will not print ads for
alcohol, tobacco, or firearms, ads advocating
hate speech or displaying intolerance for
the political viewpoints and opinions of
a specific group, or ads with excessive
nudity or with excessive depictions of
violence, according to local standards.

Deadlines
The deadline to submit advertisements to
TheM ontclarion is the Monday of the week
of publication.

Billina

62

The M ontclarion is distributed on Thursdays
and invoices and tearsheets are mailed the
following Monday. Tearsheets for pre paid
ads must be requested. Thirty (301 days are
given for payment after the insertion date,
after which a 15 percent finance charge is
levied. After sixty 160) days, accounts are
referred to an outside collection agency.
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T he'body "of cr2Q '-year old man was found in The basement
o f his Irvington home b y firefighters respondm g.to g fire at»
th ^ b u s S f^ T K d ’Vfctlrrfs d ia th ¡sbeing Freafdd as'rihonvcfae
after the medical examiner determ ined the victim had been
shot. The cause o f death w ill not be determined-untll an.
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autopsy is completed, but investigators are trying to determine the
circumstances o f the man's death and the origin o f the fire.
Shayne O gden, a Sussex County sheriff s officer, adm itted that
he h a d sexUal-relafions with a girl from the time she was 10
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Anyone who has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station from
any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). A ll calls
are strictly confidential.
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for more information.
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until she was 12, and fondled another girl in his home last
year and pleaded guilty to a g g ra va te d sexual assault .and child
endangerment. The plea could send him to state prison for 19

the

years. The .term could be reduced to 13 years.if he is deemed

montclarion

a compulsive sex offender. O g d e n must forfeit his'job. which he
held for 16 years.
A 5 3 -ye a r-o ld music teacher in Plainfield suffered minor injuries
when a parent allegedly attacked him during a conference at an
elementary school. N o charges w e re filed against the father of

SGA

Montclair State University
l 13 Student Center Annex
Upper Montclair. New Jersey 07043
.E-mail: montclarion-■hotrnail.com
Pnone: (973 ) 6 5 5-5169 Fax: (973 ) 655-7804
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a fifth g ra d e boy who is accused o f striking him, as police w ait
to talk to the father.
C om piled from The Star Ledger b y Valarie H arper_______ _■________
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HRLDA T-shirt appropriation
passed.
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United Airlines has begun training its pilots to use stun guns for selfdefense in the cockpit. Becoming the first U.S. airline to take that step
in the wake of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. The airline must have
the approval of the Transportation Secretary before it actually puts
the device in cockpits. The department has been looking into ways
to stop potential hijackers but has yet to comment on the idea of
using stun guns.
The mother of two young slain daughters testified in a court in Dallas.
Texas against her ex-husband, who is accused of killing them. The
woman said her ex-husband, who had also been verbally abusive to
her while they were married, had picked up the children to take them
to dinner. He is accused of shooting the two girl's that night at his
apartment loft while their mother listened helplessly on the phone.
A woman was rescued in Dublin, G eorgia after a maintenance
worker found her plea for help on a woman s rest room stall. She
told police she had been trying for six months to escape the truck
driver accused of beating her and holding her captive, and had
left numerous messages in bathrooms. The driver is charged with
aggravated assault and was expected to be charged with kidnapping
yesterday.
C om piled from cnn.com b y Valarie H arper

Democratic Organization of
College Students (MSU
DOCs) passed 20-0-3.
Unified Asian-American
Student Organization
created and passed.
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$18 Million Theatre to Be Completed by ‘04
500-Seat State-of-the-Art Facility to A ccom p an y Parking Garage and Cafe
By Robert Schmetter
StaffWriter

Architectural and Engineering
Services has just c o m p le te d the
design phase for MSU's new theatre
and café, a cco rd in g to Director
Douglas Cooper, who added that
the project is now in the plan review
stage.
A contractor will be chosen for
the $18,457,793 project when bid
ding begins in mid-May.
Construction for the 500-seat the
atre is expected to take 18 months to
two years with an estimated comple
tion date set for January 2004.
It will be finished after the comple
tion of the a c c o m p a n yin g 1,000
space parking structure and the new
Residence Hall in August 2003.
The state-of-the-art facility will
feature high-quality recording capa
bilities, which will be enhanced by
acoustics designed by New Jersey
Performing Arts Center designers.
The new theatre will stand apart
from other theatres, according to
Dean of School of Arts, Geoffrey

Newman, in so m uch as, "most
theatres are created to focus on one
theatrical art." The new theatre will
be "absolutely superb for all three
arts [theatre, dance and music]",
Newman added.
The theatre also features a sus
pended floor for d a nce recitals.
Newman says this will benefit danc
ers by hiding wires while it, "gives in
response to [their] bodies."
Newman continued by saying
th a t the “ theatre size lends itself
to [more intimate] kinds of produc
tions that would be lost in Memorial
Auditorium."
A portion of the funds for the
theatre project has come in the form
of a $4 million gift to the college

from former Montclair mayor Mary
V. Mochary, her brother I. Michael
Kasser, and their family.
It is the largest monetary dona
tion the University has received,
according to Director of Public Infor
mation Robert Quarteroni.
The theatre will bear the
name of their father Alex
ander Kasser, real estate
entrepreneur, philanthropist
and athlete.
A ccording to a press
release, the gift is meant,
"to ce le b ra te the life
and achievements of their
father."
The rem ainder of the
funds needed to complete

W K I lV t f

the project will be made up of grants
and private donations as well as
fund raising events, such as the
University Annual Dinner on May 8.
Proceeds from the dinner will benefit
the theatre completion fund.

(left)
The
1,000
parking structure will
not only include a
cafe, but it w ill also
contain a 500-seat
theater (above) that
is set to be completed
by January 2004.

M
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Dean of Students
Awards to Recognize
Student Leaders
Winners Named for Seven Awards;
Two to be Announced at Ceremony
By Jennifer Bender

One Quarter of Students
Register Using WESS
WESS program also used the voice
response system.
NewsEditor
Originally, it was thought by
DeBlasio that more upper classman would have used the voice
In its first official run this semes response system because of the
ter, the Web Enrollment Services "human nature routine" of regis
for Students (WESS)
tering previous
a cco m m o d a te d
semesters with
66 M y h o p e is t h a t
a quarter of the
the program.
8,000 continuing
“The p e r 
MORE PEOPLE WILL
and transfer stu
centages we've
USE THE PROGRAM
dents who regis
received for the
tered for classes for
WESS program
THE NEXT TIME
the summer and
were across the
fall ’02 semesters.
AROUND. 99
b o a r d from
Although
75
sophomore reg
-Denise DeBlasio.
pe rcen t of stu
istration to senior,
Registrar w hich was sur
dents used the
voice
response
prising. "
system, which has
A p p ro x i
been in effect since January, Reg mately 500 freshman students will
istrar, Denise DeBlasio was pleased register for classes during their
with the results.
freshman orientation in the summer
“ I am pleasantly surprised with and DeBlasio will be working closely
the turnout,” said DeBlasio.
with the New Student Experience
“ My hope is that more people Department so that they woufd be .
will use the program the next time able to register through WESS#k :, m
around...but the turnout we had
“ My preference would be to
was not that bad."
expose them [incoming studjggts] The early results that were taken to more current technology where
showed that some of the 25 per- they could not only registeif bot
cent of the; students who used the
By Lillian M. Aleman

“ I know the other applicants ar<
also great leaders and they to hav<
helped me to become a leader."
Vice President of the SGA, Chri
Fitzpatrick, is the recipient for th<
Over 90 students will be com  junior class.
m ended for their hard work and
Fitzpatrick is a major in Busines
dedication to MSU at the Dean of Administration and is being recog
Students Leadership Awards.
nized for his involvement in Active
Recipients of the Student Leader Students Serving in Society Togethe
ship Awards are those who are highly (A.S.S.I.S.T.), among other organiza
involved students dem onstrating tions.
strong leadership skills and intellect.
Tammy Samuels, a Master of Art:
Out of 45 student applicants, seven Student, is a Co-coordinator of MSU':
will be awarded.
new Graduate Student Organizatior
These seven awards consist of and will be this ye a r’s Graduate
a First-Year Student, Sophomore, Student Recipient.
Junior, G raduate Student, and
O nce referred to as the Unify
both a Presidential Recipient and C ollaboration Award, this ye a r’;
a Senior Recipient.
Community Service
The latter two will
Award is awardee
66 S t u d e n t s o f t e n
be chosen out of
to junior Carmer
six highly qualified
PARTICIPATE AND THEY DO Piccolo. A Biology
nominees.
Major, Piccolo is ar
NOT ALWAYS SEE THE
For the First-Year
active member ol
Student
Award,
Campus Recreation
REWARDS...IT IS NICE TO
Percy Chang, a
Rec Board, a vol
freshman involved
BE RECOGNIZED. 9 9
unteer EMT for MSU
in
Presidential
EMS and Madison
-Rick f i r o w h
Leaders, the SGA,
Director of Student EMS.
and Residence Life
"I am grateful to
Leadership Programs
will be receiving
be the recipient of Jersey Program, a program for juniors
the award.
this award when so across New Jersey.
Orlando Cabrera, a Biology Major, many qualified people applied for
The Senior and Presidential
current President Pro Tempore of the it. I enjoy serving the Montclair State Awards will not be announced until
SGA, and an active EMT for MSU EMS University Community and look for the ceremony.
and Plainfield Rescue Squad will be w ard to doing so in the future,"
One of the nominees for the
receiving the Sophomore Award.
stated Piccolo.
awards is Jusna Begum; Spanish
"I am honored to receive this
Piccolo has also been selected major involved in the International
award," said Cabrera.
for the College Leadership of New Student Organization, SGA, and was
StaffWriter

See "WESS" pN P.6

'■■■■........................C S d
the co-chair of MSU’s Multicultural
Extravaganza.
Julie Fleming is another nominee
for the award. Fleming, a Recreation
Major, has worked in organizations
such as C.L.U.B., Class One Concerts,
and served as this past year’s Home
coming Chair. Jeannette Mammaro
See "AWARDS" on p.4

^MÓ'ñttíarion .A p ril 25, 2002
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Remains Unknown

is a Speech Communications Major, or Senior Award.
Mammaro is currently the PresiThe Awards Ceremony will also be
dent
of
the
SGA,
actively
involved
commending
those -nominated for
By Inbal Kahanov
According to Edward Oberhofer,
in
Phi
Sigma
Sigma,
the awards and
Production Editor
Associate Director of Physical Plant,
and
is
an
em
ployee
66
...|
AM
VERY
a" nominees will
when the problem in the breaker
of
Residence
Life
and
receive
a certifito the building occurred around 3
University
Police.
EXCITED
TO
BE
A
cate.
p.m., the power was shut off. The
"It
is
a
great
honor
■
NOMINEE
AMONG
SO
The second planned electrical emergency lights then returned, and
such as Who s
shutdown in the Student C enter power was restored to thé building and I am very excited
to
be
a
nominee
MANY
OTHER
Who
Among Stuthis year will be ta king p la ce on
later that evening.
o iia i
m e n dents in AmerSunday, following
MSU m a in te - among so many other
qualified candidates,”
QUALIFIED
¡can colleges
last Tuesday's mal66 THE FUNCTIONING nance workers and
stated
Mammaro.
CANDIDATES.
99
and
Universities,
function.
■
administration were
Christopher Mas- ■
-Jeannette AAcmmaro. i n W h i c h 6 9 stu‘
A cco rd in g to
OF THE
w eary of harming
s g a President
dents are being
Associate Dean of
STUDENT CENTER IS
the transformer that sotto, Sociology major,
is
nominated
for
his
awarded, will be
Students Marjorie
w as r e c e n t ly
work
as
President
and
Vice
President
distributed
and
others
such as the
C olem an-C arter,
CENTRAL TO
replaced, and so
of the Conservation Club, Water Outstanding Programming Awards
the repairand ■
THIS CAMPUS.... 99
Watch, and his participation in Well- will also be given,
electrical
shutEnergy, the cornThose in charge of the Dean of
down should typi-AAcnone Coteman-Carter, pany that previously ness Education.
Sky Pippin is a Political Science Students Leadership Awards express
cally take three to
installed it, to arrive
Major who has served on the MSU thanks and honor to those students
four days, but for
Associate Dean o f Students
a n c j QSSeSS the SÎtUBoard of Trustees, has been the actively involved on campus.
the sake of keepation, said Carter,
“Students often participate and
ing the Student Center running norCurrently, a standby back-up Director of Residence Life, and has
attended
numerous
leadership
conthey
do not always see the rewards,"
mally, it will take ten hours of main- generator has been set up in the
ferences.
stated
Rick Brown, Director of Student
tenance on Sunday.
case th a t a second m alfunction
Carolyn
Velchik,
also
nominated
Leadership
Programs,
"The functioning of the Student occurs, and the Student Center has
for
this
award,
is
an
English
Major
who
"It
is
nice
to be recognized with
Center is central to this campus, gone back to normal power and
has
been
active
in
Phi
Sigma
Sigma,
something
tangible.”
and it w on 't be feasible to shut it functioning,
The Student Leadership Awards
down completely for a few days,"
Tuesday's electrical shutdown La Campana, The Montclarion, and
the
SGA.
are
an annual opportunity for stusaid Carter.
was not due to a problem in the
Velchick
has
also
received
previdents
to receive recognition for their
, The malfunction on Tuesday generator, said Oberhofer, and is
ous
awards
such
as
Who’s
Who
in
services
to MSU.
occurred for an unknown reason unrelated to the original planned
American
College
and
University
The
awards
are distributed oh
in the main breaker, to the Student shutdown that took place in late
Students
and
Order
of
Omega
Greek
behalf
of
Associate
Dean of StuCenter, which, as a result, shut down Novem ber to re p la ce the transHonor
Society.
dents
James
Harris
and
Marjorie
qll power to the building.
former was harmed as a result of a
Two
of
the
above
nominees
will
Coleman-Carter,
and
Dean
of
It is hoped that when the breaker squirrel biting through an electric
receive
either
a
Presidential
Award
Students
Helen
Matasow-Ayers.
is re p la ce d on Sunday, th a t the cable.
reason for the problem will be
Sunday's electric shutdown will
found.
take place from 5 a.m. to 3 p.m.
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Residence Hall Disciplinary Problems A t a Low
By Inbat Kabanov

R eported D is c ip lin a ry
P roblem s p e r H a ll 2002

Production Editor
600

Increasing the numbers seems to
mean decreasing the problems.
Despite the growth of the student
body, fewer residence hall disciplin
ary problems have been reported
this year.
The number of such issues have
gone by more than 200 incidents,
announced Carlyle Lawrence, Asso
ciate Director of Residence Life, in
last Wednesday’s SGA meeting.
Whereas previous years saw a
heightened number of reported dis
ciplinary problems in residence halls,
only 418 such problems have been
reported to the Office of Residence
Life this year.
Last year's tally of incidents
reported totaled over 600.
These numbers include only those
incidents that are reported in resi
dence halls, not those that have
taken place elsewhere.
“The number of reported incidents
has decreased," said Lawrence.
"However, other incidents may
have o ccu rre d and never been
reported to the Residence Life
staff."
The residence halls that had the
largest number reported incidents
this year were Blanton and Bohn Hall
with 153 and 130 respectively. Stone
Hall had 59 reported cases, Webster
Hall had 29, while Clove, Freeman
and Russ each had 24, 14, and nine
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reports respectively.
According to Lawrence, disciplin
ary issues are “ any violations or
prohibited behaviors demonstrated
by any individuals within our campus
community.”
All the student conduct or dis
cipline policies and procedures
are listed in the University Student
Handbook and the Resident Student
Handbook.
When a problem or incident is
reported in a residence hall or apart
ment, that living unit's Residence Hall
Director handles the case.
When higher-level infractions take
place, the Dean of Students Office or

University Police handle the situation.
University Police becomes involved
only in the case of criminal action.
Lawrence attributes this year's
decrease in reported incidents to
both the heightened attentiveness
of the residence life staff as well as to
the quality of the residents.
“ I have to give credit to all our
staff in the residence halls and clove
road apartments. Their community
building and high level of visibility in
their buildings has a positive impact,”
said Lawrence.
"I also believe the majority of our
residents have taken more owner
ship for being a part of a positive

residence community."
He continued to say that
improved information sharing and
follow-up policies within the Dean
of Students Office, University Police,
and Residence Life have improved
the situation.
" I plan to continue encouraging
my staff to be as visible as possible n
our building," said Lawrence.
• "I will also continue to encour
age them to build community and
promote accountability. Residents
that feel good about their experi
ence in a residence are least likely
to jeopardize their housing status by
violating policies."
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receive their academ ic records,"
said DeBlasio.
In attempts to increase the WESS
online registration use, DeBlasio will
not only work with the New Student
Experience Department for freshmen
awareness of the program, but will
also work to increase the awareness
of the program for other students
currently attending the University.
"We w a n t to m ake it so th a t
everyone would be directed to the
WESS Program," said DeBlasio.
DeBlasio is currently planning on
a system where register priorities
would be sent through student email
accounts, instead of priority cards
that are sent a couple of weeks
before a student can register.
“This would save about $5,000
for just the cost of the cards alone,"
said DeBlasio.
"Not only w ould this help the
budget because it is cost efficient,
but everyone would know about the
program and they would be able to
register faster and more efficiently.”
WESS will be tested again during
its second official run in October for
Spring '03 registration.
By that time, it is anticipated that
their will be many new programs to
calculate how many students are
using the WESS program, whether
it be for registering or for viewing
academic records.
“ What we want to do is look to
try to identify how m any people
are ta p p in g into the w e b ,” said
DeBlasio.

Apology

Fall and S pringTuition Rates
Fiscal Year 2003

Fiscal Year 2002

Fiscal Year 2003

r ------------------T u itio n
Rates

New Undergraduates - Full-tim e (fla t rate per semester):
New Jersey Residents
Non-Residents

T u itio n
Rates

D o lla r T u itio n
Increase Rates

$2,195.00
$3,571.00

N /A
N /A

N /A
N /A

$146.33
$229.60

N /A
N /A

N /A
N /A

$127.24
$206.98

$133.60
$221.47

$6.36
5.0%
% 14.49 7.0%

Graduate - Full-tim e and P art-tim e (per credit hour):
New Jersey Residents
Non-Residents

$206.15
$363.78

$286.17
$407.43

$26.02
$43.65

10.0%
12.0%

MBA - Full-tim e and Part-tim e (per credit hour):
New Jersey Residents
Non-Residents

$304.50
$407.40

$319.73
$427.77

$15.23
$20.37

5.0%
5.0%

MFA - F ull-tim e and Part-tim e (per credit hour):
New Jersey Residents
Non-Residents

$290.40
$401.41

$319.44
$449.58

$29.04
$48.17

10.0%
12.0%

Doctoral - Full-tim e and Part-tim e (per credit hour):
New Jersey Residents
Non-Residents

$302.50
$405.35

$332.75
$445.89

$30.25
$40.54

10.0%
10.0%

New Undergraduates - Part-tim e (per cred it hour):
New Jersey Residents
Non-Residents
R eturning Undergraduates - Full-tim e and Part-tim e (per credit
hour):
New Jersey Residents
Non-Residents

tuition and fees will be the lowest of
the four-year colleges and universi
ties in the state.
."We are going to lo o k je a ljy
good because we are sticking to
our plan and our methodology by

increasing tuition by the set rate of
five percent," said Harry Schuckel.
I [MSU] is betting on the fa c t
that we are going to change on an
econom ic level by increasing the
amount of students adm itted into

the university and increasing tuition
might not be effective.”
According to Shuckel, students
will be made aware of the tuition flat
rate option within the next couple of
weeks by mail or via email.

Continued from p. 1
he had mislead the community to
believe so in order to "prove a point."
In the letter, Elhagin was required to
apologize for this action.
"I like putting on events for orga
nizations through the programming
line," said Elhagin a t the hearing,
who was not currently available for
comment.
"I feel like I’m impeached already
because I can’t hold events."
The decision was m ade by six
members chosen at random for the
judicial disciplinary committee, SGA
Pro Tempore and Vice President
Elect, Orlando Cabrera.
It was
held before Dean of Students Helen
Matusow-Ayres, and both Long and
Elhagin were allow ed to present
their sides and call on witnesses. NJ
Attorney Aaron Easly was the only
witness present, called by Long.
Many in the SGA voiced concern
over the result of the hearing and the
imposition of the sanction.
"I think that was a stupid sanc
tion," said SGA President Elect Chris
topher Fitzpatrick. "How can you
require someone to write a letter
of apology for something they are
apparently not sorry for?"
Jepson said that had she known
of her responsibility to ensure that the
sanction was. followed through on,
she would have done so.
"I think Sharriff [Elhagin] should
have written th a t letter," said
Jepson.
“ It was really a minor sanction
compared to what the hearing
could have resulted in."
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This Generation Has A Story to Tell, Too
Desert Storm may be our WWII, and Columbine our J.F.K. Assassination
By Jen Gaynor
Special /oThe Montclarion

y friend Jess and I were talk
ing the other night at work
about the construction of
the new dorms. During the conversa
tion, Jess said to me, "Do you know
that in a few years, w e ’re going to be
considered the dark ages of MSU?”
Her statement got me thinking
about things on a bigger scale, and
how our generation will be viewed
in the future. It’s interesting to think
what they’ll see: A world where Bill
Gates was a king and the Internet
was the way to go. They will see a
world where "fear" had become a
word on everyone's tongue, where
people were afraid to fly and drove
around with American flags pasted
all over their cars, and a cynical
generation that lost some of its edge
and sarcasm on Sept. 11.
Upon entering college, just about
every freshman has a goal- to leave
his or her mark on the world. Individu
ally, the marks we leave seldom
make the history books. But the
events that happen during our time
do.
Just as our grandparents are
known for things like the Prohibition,
the Great Depression and World War
II, our parents are known for Vietnam,
the Cold War and the assassination
of John F. Kennedy. While the 80s
may be a blurry d e c a d e of bad
hair, Wig Warns and Jellys, what hap

M

pened during the maturation of this
year’s graduating class in the 90s sent
out ripples that our grandchildren
will feel.
All of us saw history unravel
before us, via television and later,
the Internet. Most of us witnessed it
as it happened, first-hand. Before
the 90s even began, we witnessed
the fall of the Berlin Wall and Com
munism, as well as the re-unification
of Germany. With Communism no
longer controlling the former Soviet
Republic and a g ood portion of
Western Europe, world politics began
a radical change.
A lot of the events we have wit
nessed have b e com e a “ where
were you on this day?" type memory,
very similar to the bombing of Pearl
.H arbor and the assassination of
J.F.K. We've had too many of these
instances in the past 12 years.
Where were you when American
Smart Bombs began raining down
w w w . b b c .c o . u k a n d w w w . b o u l d e r n e w s . c o m
on Iraq? Where were you when an
American named Timothy McVeigh
left a bom b in front of a federal The Columbine tragedy, tearing down o f the Berlin Wall, and Desert
building in Oklahoma? Where were Storm conflici will all be events associated with this generation.
you when students fled Columbine
High School from the murderous invincible.
during these times, when Germany
rage of two outcasts? Where were
Individual marks d o n 't count was divided, the Manhattan skyline
you on a sunny Tuesday morning in for much as far as history goes. Col was still whole and when we weren' t
September?
lectively, history has left its mark on afraid to fly, to.go up in skyscrapers or
We suffered through high gas us through the duration of our lives. to even open our mail. We sat on our
prices from Operation Desert Storm. We've lost some of the more nega grandparents' laps and asked the
We were leary of the school outcasts, tive monikers labeling our generation same questions about their lifetime.
the ones who sat quietly in the back and we have gained perhaps a We’ve already seen more in the 13
of the classroom while we wondered better working knowledge of how years since the collapse of the Berlin
if we had ever picked on them. We the world can change and how Wall than our grandparents and our
watched as part of the Manhattan those changes really do affect us.
parents did when they were our age.
skyline collapsed and the realization
Our children and our grandchil It'll be interesting to see what the
that we, as Americans, were not dren will ask us w hat life was like next 60 years will bring.

Five Cultures Bring Diversity to the Runway
East Asian, African, Desi, Western, and Latin Cutures Take to the Stage to
Sing, Dance, and Show their Stuff at MSU's Multicultural Extravaganza
By Lacey Smith
AssistantFeature Editor

he motto of the night last Friday
m ight have been, "The show
must go on." Despite the torrents
of rain outside, MSU’s “ Multicultural
Extravaganza" co n tinu e d strong
inside the SC Ballrooms.
Sponsored by nine organizations,
all proceeds of the event benefited
the American Cancer Society, show
ing that all cultures can and must
come together for good.
Chris Fitzpatrick and Eboni Aarons
of SGA hosted the evening, introduc
ing the five major cultures. Each
culture took a segment on the
night, presenting themselves through
dance, song, and most of all, through
fashion.
Students alone did not partici
pate, but faculty kicked off the night

T

by strolling and strutting down the
catwalk, drawing much applause
and whistles from the crowd. Other
initiating acts included a Steps per
formance and a poem reading by
student Chris Cason.
Each of the five cultures, while
generally sticking to the same rou
tines, provided its own flavor.
The first, South East Asia, included
a couple doing a Filipino swing
dance.
The African/ Haitian/ Caribbean
segment included a silent skit
accom panied by percussion and
intervarsity's "Praise 12:1," to repre
sent spiritual diversity.
The Desi group had two vocal
performers singing "Chura Leya Hai",
followed by a Belly Dance represent
ing Middle Eastern culture.
The next section proved to be
a bit less traditional. To represent
Western/ American/ European fash
ions, students modeled jeans and
t-shirts, often portraying American
flags and the colors red, white, and

blue.
tracted from the stage: and con
Finishing up the performances versation was heard even through
was the Latin culture, partly por performances.
trayed through traditional outfits of
Jusna Begum also shared, "We
many parts of Latin America, from were expecting a lot of people,
Columbia to Puerto Rico.
around three or four hundred.
Ani Begum, co
With the weather
co o rdinator with
it
didn't happen, but
66 | FELT v e r y p l e a s e d
Jusna Begum, said,
we have had good
"I felt very pleased
WITH THE OUTCOME OF
success with the
with the outcome
am
ount of people
t h e M u l t ic u l t u r a l
of the Multicultural
that did turn out."
Extravaganza! It
E x t r a v a g a n z a ! It w a s
No disappoint
was a real suc
ment could be seen
A REAL SUCCESS. 9 9
cess." It was evi
however, and as
dent hard work
drinks and sand
~/\ni Begum
had been put into
wiches found their
the performances;
G o-coordinator o f AAE way to hungry stom
all routines w ent
achs, faces only got
fairly smoothly and
brighter. After the show, lights were
received great applause. A rush turned off in the Ballrooms and the
of excitement and pride was visible music turned on. The students that
through all entertainers.
had worked so hard to pull off the
While the night did go very well, night now fully took advantage of
it was not without its glitches. Over their Friday night. Apparently these
head lights throughout the room cultures, while being very diverse...
often caused the crowd to be dis all know how to party.
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MSU Class Studies Advertising Banners,
But Only After Asking,
Dr. Steinberg’s M edia and Interculture Communications Class Finds Some
Surprising Results After Interviewing Students About Promotion Cam paign
By Erica Monen
StaffWriter

ave you noticed the big ban
ners hanging on the walls of
the Student Center? What do
you think of them? Do you feel that
they accurately represent the stu
dent body here at Montclair? What
kind of statem ent do they make
about our school? Most importantly,
are they socially justified?
One class, Media and Intercul
tural Communications, taught by Dr.
Shirley Steinberg, wanted to know
the answers to these questions.
What they found was quite inter
esting. The class is centered on
socially justified co m m un ica tion
and chose to study how this con
cept relates to the aggressive adver
tising campaign Montclair recently
engaged in with the assistance
of The Lunar Group advertising
agency.
Dr. Steinberg’s class conducted

H

a poll outside the Student Center painting MSU to be unchallenging paign within the campus. However,
in w hich they first asked random academically. The images within the the class felt that an even better
students their opinion of the banners ads also depicted this same theme. solution would be to give the project
while they were facing away from
What the class concluded was to the business school and perhaps
the banners. Then they turned the that this advertising campaign was a the art school as an assignment
students around, pointed out the recruitment campaign, not a reten since as students, they can more
banners, and asked them again. tion campaign. The banners them accu rately d e p ic t the school, its
What they found was that almost selves were ineffective because students, and the campus. It would
no one polled had even noticed nobody related to the message they also be a more cost efficient venture,
them and unanimously, no one liked were attempting to
since thousands of
them.
dollars were spent
convey. Also, the
However, according to an article class d id n 't feel
66 W h a t w a s f o u n d
on those banners
published on The Lunar G ro u p ’s the campaign was
th a t no one even
WAS THAT ALMOST NO
website, MSU has experienced a an authentic rep
noticed.
"remarkable 20 percent enrollment resentation
The Lunar Group
of
ONE POLLED HAD EVEN
increase...following the implemen campus life at
is in their fifth year
NOTICED [THE ADVER
tation of a branding and adver MSU.
of a five-year con
tising cam paign..." In addition to
tract. Since their
To arrive at this
TISING BANNERS] AND
the increased enrollment, the aver point, the class
efforts within the
UNANIMOUSLY, NO ONE
age SAT scores among applicants used a process
confines of our
increased 50 points, perception of term ed "d e c o n 
cam pus seems to
LIKED THEM. 9 9
the school from average to “ top- struction." This is a
be nothing more
notch" shifted 39 percent, and target process in which a
than a waste of
awareness increased 171 percent.
problem is broken a part in order money, it may be w orthwhile to
Dr. Steinberg’s class found that to make sense of it and then offer listen to the recommendations of
although that was beneficial, it did solutions.
Dr. Steinberg and her class. It may
not aid the retention rates of the
After this process was completed, be the best way to reach out to
school. Nor do the students polled the class offered two main solutions. the campus community in a socially
feel that they are fairly represented
The first is to have The Lunar acceptable manner, one in which
by the banners. The slogans within Group launch a recruitment advertis the entire student body is pleased
the ads are incredibly simplistic, ing campaign outside the campus, with the outcome of the advertising
consisting of two, three, or four words. but also launch a retention cam  campaign.
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liver disease. When using Depo-Provera, there may
be a possible decrease in bone density.
If you're not ready to get pregnant, bé ready
with effective birth control: Depo-Provera. Ask

Some women using Depo-Provera experience
side effects. The most common are irregular

your health care professional if prescription
Depo-Provera is right for you.

periods or spotting. Many women stop having
periods altogether after a few months and some

See w h a t Depo-Provera is all about. Call to ll free 1-866-519-DEPO o r v is it w w w depo-nrovera.com
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M ary Jane Happens
To Be a Packed Plant

wwwihemontclarlon.com

The S h o w M u s t Go On

Besides Its M any Names , Marijuana
Has M any Side Effects for Users
The short-term effects of mari
juana use Include problems with
m em ory and learning, distorted
SpecialtoTheMontclarlon
perception, difficulty In thinking and
problem solving, loss of coordination,
Increased heart rate, anxiety, and
panic attacks.
Chronic marijuana smokers are
arijuana Is a green or gray susceptible to chest colds, Bronchitis,
mixture of dried, shredded Emphysema and Bronchial Asthma.
Smokers are often unaware that
flowers and leaves of the
there Is as much exposure to cancer
hemp plant Cannabis Satlva.
There are over 200 slang terms causing chemicals from smoking
for marijuana Including “ pot," one marijuana joint as smoking five
"herb," "w eed," "boom ," "Mary- cigarettes.
And while m arijuana may not
Jane," "gangster," and "chronic."
be addictive In
It
can
be
the same way that
smoked as a ciga
cocaine and other
rette, or In a pipe,
harder drugs are,
bong or blünt.
long-term use can
Some users also
lead to psychologi
mix marijuana Into
cal dependence
foods or use It to
on the drug.
brew tea.
Dependency Includes spending
The active Ingredient In marijuana
Is delta-9-tetrahydrocannablnol, or a lot of time getting or using the drug
THC. This chemical Is what leads to and often significantly Interferes with
a person's ability to function,
the “high" that users experience.
If anyone has further questions or Is
Since m arijuana Is Illegal and
there are not standard levels for THC concerned about his/her marijuana
content, a person doesn't ever really use, there are many resources avail
able both on and off campus.
know what they are getting.

By Tracy Auliti and
Stephanie Brunello

M
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Due to a sudden power outage in the Student Center,
O.S.A.U. was forced to move their annual fashion
show to Blanton. That did not stop the success of the
night as crowds packed the Atrium. Here, a model
shows off a flashy polka-dot bikini.
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• a family history of breast cancer
• an abnormal mammogram (breast x-ray), fibrocystic breast disease, breast nodules or lumps, or
bleeding from your nipples
• kidney disease
• irregular or scanty menstrual periods
• high blood pressure
• migraine headaches
• asthma
How effective is DEPO-PRbVEftA Contraceptive Injection?
the efficacy of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection depends on following the • epilepsy (convulsions or seizures)
recommended dosage schedule exactly (see “How often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA • diabetes or a family history of dlibetef
“ itraceptivt Injection?"), to make sure you are not pregnant when you first get • a history of depression
.
. .
, _
‘O-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection, your first Injection must be given ONLY during • If you are taking any prescription or over-the-counter medications
first 5 days of a normal menstrual periods ONLY, within the first S days after childbirth If not THIe produet l l jm endedjo prevent pregnancy, It does notprotectpflplnet
ist-feedlngi and, if exclusively breast-feeding, ONLY at the §feth week after childbirth. It is,a trenamlMlon of HIV (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases auoh as
ohlamydla, genital herpes, genital warts, gonormaa, hepatitis I , and syphilis.

What la DEPO-PROVMA Contraceptive Injection?
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection Is a form of birth control that Is given as an
intramuscular Injection (a shot) In the buttock or upper arm once every 3 months (13 weeks), to
continue your contraceptive protection^you must return for your next Injection promptly at the
end of 3 months (13 weeks). DEPO-PROVERA contains medroxyprogesterone acetate, a
chemical similar to (but not the same as) the natural hormone progesterone, which Isproduced
by your ovaries during the second half of your menstrual cycle, DEPO-PROVERA acts by
preventing your egg ceils from ripening. If an egg Is not released from the ovaries during your
menstrual cycle, it cannot become fertilized by sperm and result in pregnancy. DEPO-PROvlRA
also causes changes In the lining of your uteruslhat make it less likely for pregnancy to occur
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What If I want to become pregnant after using DIRO*RROVBRA Contraceptive
Injection?
Because DEPO-PROVERA is a long-acting birth control method, it takes some time after your last
Injection for Its effect to wear oft. Basedon the results from alarge study done In the United States,
for woman who stop using DEPO-PROVERA In order to become pregnant. It is expected that
about hilt of those who become pregnant wlll.do so in about 10 months after their* last injection,
about two thirds of those who become pregnant will do so in about 12 months; about 8396of
those who become pregnant will do so in about I5 months; and about 93%of those who become
inant will do so In about 18 months after their last injection, The length of time you use
the following table shows the percent of women who got pregnant while using different kinds of
contraceptive methods, It gives both the lowest expected rate of pregnancy (the rate expected
in women who use each method exactly as it should be used) and the typical rate of pregnancy
(which Includes women who became pregnant because they forgot to u m their birth control or l.lrregufer Menttrunl Bleedlhf
ic mast frequently by women who use DEPO-PROVERA for
The side effect reported
because they old not follow the directions exactly).
cycle During the first year of using
¿ontraceotloH ,is a changei In
... their
.. .. normal
... . menstrual
. ..
Percent of Women Baperienoln* an Accidental Pregnancy
... might
..fight have one or more
mote of the following change!: Irregular or
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in the Plret Ymt «f Ogntinueue Uee
.
_
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or
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an
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fig
febjjHgjifi
gyjgg
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_____
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.
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one for every 100 women who use DEPO-PROVERA, the effectiveness of most contraceptive
methods depends in part on how reliably each woman uses the method, the effectiveness of
DEPO-PROvlRA depends only on the patient returning every 3 months (13 weeks) for her next
injection, tour health-care provider will help you compare DEPO-PROVERA with ether
contraceptive methods and give you the Information you need In order to decide which
contraceptive method is the right choice for you.

fis

Combined
Progestogen only

0,1
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DEPO-PROVERA your msnitrull periati will uiuilly, In tim*, return to Hi norm* cycle.

6,Other Risks
Women who use hormone-based contraceptives may have an increased risk of blood clots or
stroke. Alio, if a contraceptive method fails, there is a possibility that the fertilized egg will begin
to develop outside of the uterus (ectopic pregnanty). While these events aré rate, you should
tell your health-care provider if you have any of the problems listed in the next section. .
What symptoms may signal problems while tiling DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
Call your health-care provider immediately If any of these problems occur following an injection
of DEPO-PROVERA:
• sharp chest pain, coughing up of blood, or sudden shortness of breath (indicating a possible clot
in the lung)
• sudden severe headache or vomiting, dizziness or fainting, problems with your eyesight or
speech, weakness, or numbness in an arm or leg (indicating a possible stroke)
»severe pain or swelling in the calf (indicating a possible clot in the leg)
•unusually heavy vaginal bleeding
• severe pain or tenderness in the lower abdominal área
• persistent pain, pus, or bleeding at the injertlonsjte _
What art tna po illb lt side affects of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
I,Weight Cdin
Tbu may experience a weight gain while you are usim4DEPO-PROVERA. About two thirds of
the women who used DEPO-PROVERAin clinical trials reported a weight gamof about 5 pounds
during
year of use, You may continue to gafe weight after the first year Women in one
■
— mthe-first
r ,—
for 2B
years gained an average
pounds
large study who used DEPOfRpvrA
-----total
j ¡ |of 8,1......
' over
DEPO-PRo^ RA ¡¡M
. ........
, 4 pounds per year. Women who continued for 4 years gained an
those
2 ^ears. or a] .
average total of 13.8 bounds over those 4 years, or approximately 3,5 pounds per year. Women
who continued for 3 years gained an average total of 16,5 pounds over (hose 6 years, or
approximately 2.75 pounds per year
pother Side Effects
fe a clinical study of over 3,900 women who used DEPO-PROVERA for up to 7 years, some
women reported the following effects that may or may not have been related to their use of
blPO-PROVlRA: Irregular menstrual bleeding, amenorrhea, headache, nervousness, abdominal
cramps, dizziness, weakness or fatigue, decreased sexual desire, leg cramps, nausea, vaginal
discharge or Irritation, breast swelling and tenderness, bloating, swelling of the hands or feet,
backache, depression, insomnia, acne, pelvic pain, no hair growth or excessive hair loss, rash, hot
flashes, and Joint pain. Other problem» were reported by very few of the women in the clinical
trials, but Some of these could be serious, these Include convulsions, jaundice* urinary tract
Infections, allergic reactions, feinting, paralysis, osteoporosis, lack of return to fertility, deep vein
thrombosis, pulmonary embolus, breast cancer, or cervical cancer If these or any other problems
occur
Kcur during ydur.ux
yöur.use of DErO-PI
" A
' f e i W T O l B M OVIBA
Should iny prs
Contraceptive mj<

IMissedParidos

p" , ° r r

During the time you are using DEPO-PROVERA for contraception,, limy skip s period, 01 volli*
penpal may stop completely. If you have been receiving your
SguTarly every 3 months ( 11 weeks], then you are probably not pregnant. However If you think
mat you maybe piegnant, see your health-cate provider.
UdWItdty ffisl.lnffiroillehs .
If you ate scheduled mr any laboratory teats, till your health-cate provider that you are uiing
DEPO-pROVIrA for contraciptlon. certain blood tests She iffilettd by hormones such as
DEPO-PROVERA,
MtMKWns
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uncommon. If you think you may have become pregnant while using DEPO-PnoVERA tor Rx only
contreceptlon, see your Health-tare provider at soon as possible.
SAIIetgle RaocPons
Who ihouM nefuMDEPO-PnoVtRA Oontrtetpttvt ln|*e«ont
Pharmacia
PROVERÀ If you have Some women using DEPO-PROVfRA Contraceptive Injection have reported severe and
Not all women should use DErO-PRC^/ERA, 'fbu should not use DtPO-PF
•(Upjohn
potentially llte-threatenlng allerglr readions known as anaphylaxis and anaphylactoid reactions,
any of the following conditions:
symptoms Include the sudden onset of hives or swelling ahd Itching of the skin, breathing Pharmacia A Upjohn Company
• If you think you might be pregnant
Kalamazoo, Ml 49001, USA
• If you have any vaginal bleeding without a known reason
difficulties, and a drop in blood pressure.
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L o o k in g ^c k , Looking Forward,
And Just Looking Around
“ This year was nothing short o f a poller

1 came to Montclair because nothing else worked out
lor me, so 1 pretty much had no other’choice. As the year
progressed, not only did great friendships develop, but a new
direction for my life was revealed to me. I discovered that
the plans I have for my life are not always the plans God has
in mind. I have grown to truly love it here.
Kieran Monahan, Freshman

coaster ride...plenty o f highs, plenty o f lows, a
few loops, and its over before we know It. To be
honest, 1 can’t wait to ride again.”
Chris Fitzpatrick, President Elect

“ This year was awesome, I feel
like I really belong here.”
Sarah Bruce, Freshman
“ My first year at Montclair has lived up to my expectations
of college. The people I have met here will undoubtedly be
a huge part of my life for the next four years and hopefully
beyond.”
Adam Cavagnaro, Freshman

“ Even amidst the tragedy this year has hegot us the unity und love
upon our campus shines heyand all the tears and brings us a greater
hope for our future and the way we can he built up together lor a
more promising tomorrow.
Beth Heim, Sophomore
Personally, us a first year student here, I feel (hat over all it was a

“ The situation always hasn’t been the best, sometimes
even worse than Imaginable but we have persevered
and that has made us more diligent and coherent to
each other.”
Heather Turner, Sophomore
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successful year, of course things can be improved upon, like healthier food,
the diner, make sure that shower ceilings are safe before having people
move in, not like those changes will ever happen, but dreaming is a s ta ll”
Leslie Bruce, Freshman

“ It was the best school year o f my life. I made a lot
o f great frien d s, and I also leaarned a bit more about
human nature and life. I ca n ’t wait to transfer... but I ’ll
come back and visit! D o something about the fre a k in ’
boy to girl ratio!”

U ÍtíA á d ü u 2 5
¡rom
'World's Fair, 12:00 p.m.-3 p m.
*A S S I S T./Conservation Club Environmental
•Student Activities Fair, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. SC Cafe B & C" Coffehouse, 10 p.m.-1 a m SC Rati
'Conservation Club, 4 p.m. SC Commuter Lounge
'Chi Aplha Christian Fellowship, 7:30 p m SC 411
'Rainforest Animals, 9 pm SC Ratt
'Student Employee Awards
—»—
a
-f- fy ld a u
JsD
'Indian Culture Club Event
*C1C Punk Show, SC Ratt

a l e n
=
=

Erin M cK ay-M cElroy, Freshman
S a W

THE YEAH HAS HEALEY FLOWN' BY, JUST YESTERDAY IT SEEMED LIKE IT WAS

f lu

2 7

'Conservation Club Bronx Zoo Trip
'H.S.A. Event, 8 p m.-11 p.m. SC Ballrooms

SEPTEMBER IITU, AND FOR NOW TO BE THE LAST FEW WEEKS OF SCHOOL, IT JUST
SEEMED LIKE IT RACED BY AFTER ONE OP THE LONGEST DAYS EVER.”
BRET CONTRERAS, SOPHOMORE

“ This was a year fo r foundations- some
good, some bad. I think that we are going to
see some nu^|or thlgs aecuring on campus
next year and I an anxious to see how the
struggles and the progress o f this year will
Impact what it is to come,”
Bill Kam ps, Ju n io r
“The first semester was very different o f course, But the
second semester was too, but in a different way. It almost

‘S o A /d a y

^ V fl& A /d a u

started to slack off,”
Tom Hoskinson, Junior

2 °\

*JSU,5p.m.-6 p.m. SC 123
*Latin|8imo, 6 p.m.-8 p.m. SC Annex
'NAACP meeting, 7 p.m, SC Cafe C
'A.S.S.I.S.T, meeting, 7:30 p.m. SC Commuter Lounge

~ T o i^ d a u
'L.A.S.O., 3:30 p.m. SC Cafe C
*WMSC meeting, 3:30 p.m. SC 110 '
'Deans Awards, 4 p m -6 p.m. SC Ballrooms
'Greek Council meeting, 5 p.m. SC 411
•S.P.E.C.T.R.U.M.S, 7:30-9:30 pm SC 417
'O.S.A.U., 7:30 p.m. SC CafeC

seem as if the students were ready to move on, but the
professors weren’t; they didn’t give as much work, and we

2 8

'Read a book at Sprague Library!

'Pagan Student Union, 3:30 p.m. SC 3rd Floor
'ISO meeting, 3:30 p.m. SC 411
*WMSC meeting, 3:30 p.m. SC 110
*MSA meeting, 4 p.m. SC 416
*SGA meeting, 4 p.m. SC 411
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GREEK WEEK
GREEKS UNITE IN A WEEK OF FUN
AND FRIENDLY COMPETITION
By Simona Kogan
Feature Editor

Guistano, "We're gonna defend our
title to the best of our ability."
She could have been speaking
ow could one not notice the for all the organizations because
Greeks? T-shirts blazing letters whether they placed or not, fraterni
across chests, Student Center ties and sororities com peted with
Cafeteria tables filled with active heart.
Sophomore Amanda Katchism,
fraternities and sororities eagerly
a
member
of Theta Kappa Chi said,
displaying the things that make them
special, Greek pride shining on their "It’s not about the competition. It’s
faces. Once again, how could you about having fun.”
Her sister, Kathleen Brennen, a
NOT notice the Greeks?
If you have not noticed them yet, senior and president of Theta Kappa
you must be living in a dark cave. Chi added, “We are in last place, but
Perhaps, it’s time to get out and we are having a good time."
President elect Chris Fitzpatrick is
smell the pretty MSU roses.
always
amazed by how well Greek
Ok, so maybe you haven't
Week turns out.
noticed them all
"The energy is
year.
But it was
66
B e in g G r e e k is
always
there every
impossible to miss I
year
and
it always
them this past week
LIKE BEING ON A SPORTS
impresses me," he The Greeks were tough competitors during the 3-on-3 basketball
as they participated
competitions where Sigma Sigma Sigma (XXX) and Delta Chi (AX) took
TEAM...YOU GET ALONG
explains.
in their annual Greek
first place. Here Tri Sigma battles Delta Phi Epsilon (AOE.)
N
i
c
o
l
e
Week.
The SC
WITH EVERYONE...THEY
DeG
iodice,
sister
Quad rang loud with
O’Hare felt that being Greek to with everyone on that team and
RESPECT YOU FOR WHAT of Delta Xi Delta
cheers of active
her
meant
wearing the Greek letters they respects you,what you have
and junior at MSU,
organizations.
she
had
earned
with pride because done. You get to know everyone in
YOU HAVE DONE. 9 9
summed it up best
Greek spirit was in
she
had
worked
so hard to obtain the Greek community," she said.
when she spoke
the air and healthy
-Kely O 'H ore.
Before Greek Week actually
them
and
gaining
friendships that
G reek Week coordinator about how she felt
co m p e titive a ttibegan.
O'Hare and co-organizer
about
Greek last a lifetime.
tudes were obvious.
Baxter
both
m ade Greek Council
"Being Greek is like being on a
If it's one thing the Greeks know
aware
they
were
interested in being
"I think every organization takes sports team where you get along
how to do it's have a good time,
despite any obstacles that get in pride in themselves," she said, "Even
though [my sorority] is small, we take
their way. '
Greek Week was no different. pride in ourselves."
After all, that is what Greek Week
The weather was perfect. No drops
of rain in sight and above normal is all about.
The organizers for this year's
temperatures m ade Greeks full of
life and ready to strive to do their Greek Week were Kelly O'Hare from
Sigma Delta Phi and Bob Baxter from
best.
Said Tri Sigma sister Christina Delta Chi.

H

(Above) The relay race proved to be extremely eventful when members
from Tau Phi Beta (Bulls) and Tau Kappa Epsilon (TKE) collided at the
start. (Left) Girls in various sororities were drenched in whipped cream
during the whipped cream snowman competition.
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DelGiodice exclaimed, “The guys
were insane! They lasted forever!
But the girls’ eggs cracked right
away."
Delta Xi Delta, won the egg toss
that day when Lambda Theta Alpha,
the last com peting against them,
broke their egg in the end.
The w heelbarrow and threelegged races were described by
many organizations as "messy" due
to scattered broken eggs on an
JOHN SPARAC 10/ THE M ONTCLARION
overall muddy ground.
The dizzy
b a t race was an interesting and day was not the most pleasing day
comedic way to end the afternoon of the week, but it definitely was the
as most organizations could barely most eventful.
stand up after spinning around,a
The soda chug was the first event
b a t with their foreheads pressed and could be easily described by all
against it, in order to get dizzy. Most Greek organizations as, “the most
organizations could barely make it disgusting thing in the world!"
to the finish line.
Keith Martin, a freshmen and
Even the non-Greeks got brother of Delta Chi, co m p e te d
involved in the festivities that day, in the event and won first for his
although some w eren't so volun fraternity. He described the experi
tary. As a way to make money for ence as, "...pretty nasty. I had to
their philanthropy, Phi Sigma Sigma drink blueberry soda. I wanted to
organized jail-n-bail, with a mini jail win and the brothers were cheering
(Above) The pound cake eating contest was not quite so appetizing as located at the front of the Student me on. They were telling me ‘Don't
the banana-flavored pound cake was being stuffed into the mouth o f this Center building. Students were put stop!’ and ‘Keep chugging!” '
During the bubble hunt, students
nauseated competitor. Other events that day included the soda chug, into the jail by peers hoping to see
how the jailed could get out of their competing were told to find a piece
the bubble hunt, the je ll-o eating contest, and the annual Wednesday
trapped situation. The idea was that of gum in chocolate pudding. When
night Greek Week talent show.
those people putting someone in jail they found it, they had to blow a
would pay to put them there and bubble. The person with the fastest
organizers and were chosen to run abilities and dedica
the victim would time won the event.
the week.
tion came through to M
have to pay twice
The b a n a n a -fla vo re d pound
66 T h e e g g t o s s w a s as much to get cake was a hit in the pound cake
'' “I like to be involved and many help them win.
"The relay race
people know me, so I thought it might
themselves out.
eating contest, the next event that
r id ic u l o u s ! T h e g u y s
be a good idea," O’Hare said.
showcased the talent
Junior Chris afternoon. Those competing for their
Fitzpatrick was sorority or fraternity not so eagerly
Monday was a perfect day to and desire to win
w e r e in s a n e ! T h e y
merely an inter stuffed pound cake in engorged
begin the activities. W hat was th a t we all had,"
LASTED FOREVER!...THE
predicted to be a cloudy, rainy day exclaimed junior Ryan
ested
Greek mouths.
turned into sunshine and heat as Willard, a member of
Week
spectator,
g ir l s ’ e g g s c r a c k e d
A sister from Delta Xi Delta com
Greek Week began with the obsta Pi Kappa Alpha.
but soon he, too, mented, "That was definitely Sigma
RIGHT AWAY. 9 9
Next, the orga
cle course, followed by the relay
became a victim. Delta Tau’s day! They won the soda
race. Delta Phi Epsilon displayed their nizations showcased
That afternoon, chug and the pound cake contest.
-hJicole DelCDicxJiice.
athletic prowess that day as they their talents in the ■
three sorority girls It was interesting to see the tactics
D elta X D elta
won both the events. Sigma Sigma ever-popular belch
Sigma also proved their consistency ing where the digestive sounds per showed upp in his
as they came in third for both activi meated the air and one sister of a office and handcuffed
ties. Phi Sigma Sigma placed second Greek organization was heard saying him, dragging him to
and fourth respectively.
that she was surprised by how loud the jail cell. People
Pi Kappa Alpha won the relay the girls competing for their sorori he knew on campus
race over Delta Chi, who cam e in ties, were. Nevertheless, she had had raised $30 to keep
second, proving that their athletic e xp ecte d the loudness from the him there. Within the
fraternities and was not astonished course of an hour, he
m ade them raise $60
by what she heard from them.
to
get him out.
The belching contest was not
"They put me in
nearly the end of the afternoon's
there
for sexual harass
festivities as it was followed by the
ment," he said jok
whipped cream snowman contest,
a chance for organizations to dis ingly, “ It m ade sense
play their skills with whipped cream. to me.”
Teams of four com
Afterwards, fraternities and sororities
p
e
te
d in volleyball
tested their knowledge with the trivia
matches
that night as
contest.
fraternities
took up one
That night, fraternities competed
side
of
Panzer
Gym
against fraternities and sororities
and
sororities
took
up
against sororities in 3-on-3 basketball
the
other
side.
Once
competitions.
Greeks were excited to see again, organizations
sororities like Lambda Theta Alpha were pleased to see
and Sigma Gamma Rho come out sororities like Sigma
Rho and
because they w ould not always Gamma
Lambda
Theta
Alpha
compete in every event. They also
come out to join in the
welcomed Phi Sigma Pi fraternity.
activities. A few sorori
Tuesday was the hottest day of
ties felt overshadowed
the week as Greek organizations
by their fraternity coun
(Top) Carmen Crist from Delta Phi
bared the heat when they com 
peted in the egg toss, three-legged terparts, but the subse (Top) A member from Sigma Delta Tau competes
Epsilon (AOE) alm ost loses her
race, wheelbarrow race, and dizzy quent were a successful in the w heelbarrow race. (B ottom ) Lauren
balance during the wild spinning
way to end the day.
bat contest.
in the dizzy bat contest.
Perhaps Wednes M cG uire and Shebonie B rito from Delta Phi
"The egg toss was ridiculous!"
Epsilon struggle in the three-legged race.
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THE GREEKS KNOW HOW
TO SHOW O FF THEIR
S K ILLS W ITH EVERYTHING
FRO M B L U E SM UR FS TO
DANCING
GRAPES,
CO YO TE U G LY TO "H E Y ,
BIG SPEN D ER .": The annual
Wednesday night Greek Week
talent show proved to show
each organization’s talent P
Performances included a
Saturday Night live skit with
dancing food from Pi Kappa
Alpha (n K A ), a Masterpiece
Theatre themed dance from
Delta Chi (AX), a rap solo from
Tau K appa E p silo n (TKE),
a gangster-inspired Michael
Jackson dance medley from
Sigma Delta Tau (SAT), and
a M ad on na -esq ue dance
p e rfo rm a n ce from Sigm a
Delta Phi (XAI1).
P i Kappa Alpha (Pike)
and Delta Phi Epsilon (AOE)
took first place, but a ll the
o rg a n iz a tio n s p ro v e d they
could re a lly strut th e ir s tu ff
on a stage in front o f a large
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COURTESY OF JOHN COVIELLO

they used to win and the strategies
all the groups th o u g h t of, when
competing."
The last event of that afternoon
was the jello-eating contest.
Wednesday night, the Student
Center Ballrooms were filled with
the loud, chaotic voices of eager
Greeks waiting to begin the annual
Wednesday night Greek Week talent
show.
Seats filled quickly, some students
piling on e a ch other for a good
look at the contestants. The organiz
ers took the stage, introducing the
four judges and the organizations
.'vCrdrTipeting that night. The order of
Greek fraternities and sororities was
picked from a hat. Delta Xi Delta, Tri
Sigma, Lambda Theta Alpha, Sigma
Delta Tau, Sigma Delta Phi, Delta Chi,
Theta Kappa Chi, Delta Phi Epsilon,
Phi Sigma Sigma, Tau Phi Beta, Tau
Kappa Epsilon, and Pi Kappa Alpha
performed in a fierce competition
showcasing their singing, dancing,
and acting abilities.
The event was an important one
for Greek organizations.
‘‘[The talent show] is definitely
one event that everyone came out
to see," said O'Hare, "I felt like this
year was b e tte r then past years
because every organization did
something that showed that they put
a lot of effort into their, performances.
They were very involved and it was

the first time you could really tell."
tall white caps and covered in blue really tried we won."
Explained Pi Kappa Alpha's (Pike) paint, portraying the Smurfs. The
Willard added that winning the
Ryan Willard, "The talent show was scene turned even more humorous Week felt, "Tremendous!"
incredible because every [organiza as one brother imitated a basketball
But don’t count out second
tion] put their heart into haying fun." commercial and the Smurfs theme place winners Delta Chi.
Willard’s fraternity won the event song playing in the background
"D elta Chi is gonna win next
with an interesting and com edic suddenly turned into a techno remix year," promised the fraternity’s Brian
performance that appeared effort of the song.
Lubliner.
less. A band containing four Pike
Delta Phi Epsilon intrigued the
For the second year in a row,
members played in the background audience, earning a first place win. Sigma Sigma Sigma took first place,
as members of the fraternity came The group began with "Hey, Big while Delta Phi Epsilon came in
out dressed in food costumes, imitat Spender", an alluring song from second, and Phi Sigma Sigma came
ing an old Satur
the old Broadway in third.
day Night Live skit.
Show
"Sweet Char
Greek Week promotes a friendly
66 G r e e k W e e k
Among them were
ity.” The girls enticed competition between Greek orga
McDonalds french
the audience as nizations on campus and allows a
PROMOTES A FRIENDLY
fries and grapes.
they dance d on unity that is not always experienced
COMPETITION BETWEEN
Delta Chi took
stage in seductive between the fraternities and sorori
second
place,
attire and used syn ties.
G r e e k o r g a n iz a t io n s
down from
1st
chronized d a nce
D elG iodice agrees there is a
ON CAMPUS THAT IS
p la ce last year.
steps to prove they unity but explains, “There is a unity
Their performance
had really worked between the people in the organiza
NOT ALWAYS EXPERI
took on a Master
hard to get the rou tions, not necessarily the organiza
piece Theatre as a
tine down right.
tions themselves."
ENCED....9 9
brother of the fra
Sigma Sigma
“Still," she continues, “it was nice
ternity ca m e out
Sigma took second to have girls [from other sororities]
dressed in a black robe, imitating place with a medley of dance songs who d o n 't have the same letters
the narrator of the television show. that included a very evocative per cheer you on."
In a charm ing voice, he told the formance to Def Leopard’s, "Pour
Lubliner also remembers that he
audience that what they were about Some Sugar on Me." For an added heard other fraternities cheering him
to see would be illegal anywhere effect to the dance, the girls poured on and he cheered loudly for his
else but MSU. It was the story of a boy water over each other and sprayed own fraternity.
who ate a mushroom and drank blue water over the audence. With
"I got so into it, I felt like I was in
soda and went to sleep, engaging innovative choreography, Sigma every event," he said.
in "a magical trip." Suddenly a boy Sigma Sigma gained the audience's
Adds his Delta Chi brother Keith
in a diaper appeared, followed by a approval that night
M arten, “ Greek Week promotes
group of Delta Chi brothers, wearing
Thursday’ s a fte rn o o n events friendly rivalry between organizations
began with the velcro race, followed and brings organizations together."
by the extremely aggressive joust
"Overall, it was stressful," said
competition, and the last activity, O ’Hare, "because there are no writ
the tug of war. Many found the ten rules and a lot of questions came
events to be fun, but draining.
up. But it was nice to see our new
The participating organizations Greek advisor, Hayden Green, so
g a th e re d in thé Student Center supportive and involved and that
Quad where Greek Week winners there was not so much negativity
were announced and trophies given towards other organizations. It was
out to the organizations with the a lot of hard work and dedication,
most points. Points were given out but a success.”
to the first, second, and third place
Greek Week may not always be
winners in each event.
taken seriously, but it proves each
Tau Kappa Epsilon took third organization's desire to do their best.
p la ce , w hile Delta Chi ca m e in It shows that even when they don't
second. Pi Kappa Alpha was sur win every event, they can still have
prised and happy to hear that they fun with friendly competition and
had won the competition.
show pride in the organization that
Senior Jose Cruz, a brother of Pi they have decided to becom e a
Kappa Alpha exclaimed, "It feels part of. After all, they have devoted
great [to win] because everything their time at MSU to their sorority or
fraternity. They might as well have.
The Greeks fought their hardest during the tug-of-war, the last event we put into this week paid off."
Cruz’s frat brother, junior Dennis fun doing it.
during Greek Week. (Above left, Front to Back) Evan Totka, Matt
Mercurio, Joe Bucello, Terry Donovan, and Keith Marten fought for Delta Shanahan, stated, "The first time we
Chi (AX) while Melissa Cohen, Kathleen Brennen, Shani Cassidy, Alicia
Unless Noted, All Photography By Mike Cafaro
Stephanick, Katie Masartis, and Jessica Columbo tried their best for
Layout and Design by Lauren Liloia & Simona Kogan
their sorority, Theta Kappa Chi (OKX.)
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Layne Staley of Alice in Chains, 1967-2002
cower from their piercing effect. And
im m ediately there afterw ard, the
StaffWriter
listener would be strangely drawn
in, co m pelled to keep subjecting
his or herself to a kind of cacopho
here are few bands that have nous torture/pleasure that was being
true voice. Lots of bands simply spouted.
No other voice in the music industry
have a lead singer; some talentdevoid pretty boy with a nice smile can hold a candle to Staley’s unique
and a pathetic attitude. The singer brand of sharp vocation. He made
usually just echoes out the words to Dave Matthews sound like a prethe song with no particular feeling or pubescent nerd. He made Marilyn
grit. Sometimes you feel like you’re Manson sound like a kicked-in-thelistening to a Catholic,school choir nuts failure of Bram Stoker. And he
singer on Quaaludes. Rarely can this m ade James Hetfeild sound like a
individual carry a tone in a way that straight-up weakling.
With every verse Staley sings, the
really makes the listener cringe in one
instant, and smirk with satisfaction words become more and more pow
erful. The m ood and a ttitu d e are
in another.
Layne Staley could make a lis captured with exquisite evil and Tnel" lifluous disaster. The
tener cringe and
smirk like nobody T
bears the
66 L a y n e S t a l
else. His passing
pure trauma.
Hearing Staley sing
marks the end of
COULD MAKE A LISTENER
is like putting your ear
one of the last
CRINGE AND SMIRK LIKE
to a supercharged
great voices left
in music. Anyone
NOBODY ELSE. HlS PASS tuning fork held by
growing up in the
a serial killer offering
ING MARKS THE END OF
early nineties knew
you candy.
And
was the candy ever
how greatly things
ONE OF THE LAST GREAT
sweet.
sucked and how
AlC's album Dirt
life's little promises I
VOICES IN MUSIC. 99
(‘94) displayed some
were broken one __
of Staley's most sinis
by one, as if the gods were
taking a baseball bat to the glass ter sounds. In "Rooster," a song about
vases of our collective hopes and a Vietnam vet’s horrible recurrence
of his days in the jungle, Staley starts
dreams.
Alice in Chains, Seattle's cyni off with a harmonious bellow of lowcally perfect grunge band was the key hums. He then progresses up the
standard bearer of a generation octave scale towards what painfully
that knew no blue sky or silver lining. and addictively becomes the climax,
They exposed the smelly underbelly then lulls it down slowly, only to erupt
of working class life; the kind of gut yet again. The power lies just beneath
churning subject matter that made the surface at first, and finally explodes
most of their contemporaries hide into enraged operatic mastery. The
behind their tennis skirts and white words "Yeah, here come the Rooster,"
would never sound so unbearably
cardigan sweaters.
Layne Staley was the voice of grand com ing from anyone else.
AIC. One listen to his devilish nasal Also on Dirt was the song "Godsdroll w ould m ake a n y o n e ’s ears mack," presumably about Staley's
By Jerome D'Angelo

T

W W W .AO L.C O M

Layne Staley o f Alice In Chains during their 1987 performance on
MTV’s “Unplugged.”

choly as it is equally dark. "What
does friend mean to you? Word so
wrongfully abused." Then lifting itself
out of the low-energy level, Staley's
voice elevates back to its menacing
levels of prior musical poetry.
In "Brush Away," Staley stings the
listener with each syllable, not ever
letting up for an instant. The lyrics
if sung by anyone else, would seem
trite, but when sung by him, bear a
hint of only the grimmest undertones.
“ I could use some time to curl away/
My aggression is where you stake
your claim/Why I question this curve
on which you grade/ My concep
tion, a joke or latest craze."
And who could forget Staley’s
contribution to AlC's first co lle ct
Facelift? No individual song is good
enough to mention by itself, because
all exhibit the same wondrous vibra
tions. Both the terror of children and
the depression of the elderly can
be heard in his heavy metal dirges,
combining fury with defeat to form a
most twisted concoction of sound.
To say Layne Staley was just a
singer would be to say that Herman
Hess was just a writer or that Alexan
der Hamilton was just a politician.
Staley was a true innovator. When
he sounded off, you knew wham you
were hearing, there was no doubt
a b o u t it. The v o ic e 'c o u ld never
be outplayed by the music it was
just too powerful and demonically
marvelous to contain. Staley used
elements of sorrow, tragedy, anger,
fear, and hopelessness to create
a cornucopia of malign-sounding
noise that, for some inexplicable
reason, just w ouldn’t sound good
any other way.
Staley was much more than a
lead singer, he was a truly original
voice. He had a pair of revolution
ary lungs in a nauseatingly same
sounding conveyor belt, full of music
industry puppets. No other pair
W W W .AO L.C O M
From left to right, Mike Inez, Layne Staley, Jerry Cantrell and Sean Kinney. Here Layne Staley is shown of vocal chords could do what he
could, and perhaps no other pair
accompanied by the other members of Alice in Chains.
ever will.
own troubles with drug addiction.
The voice again proves worthy,
as the lyrics seem to be painfully
squeezed out of the song at
first, then smoothly delivered like
another person was singing alto
gether. The constant pulling back
and forth of vocal vibrations reminds
the listener they are not experienc
ing any cookie-cutter garage band,
but one entirely of its own mold.
AlC's last full-length album, selftitled (l98), was just as vicious as
ever. In the song "Frogs," Staley
tones down the normal piercing
madness, but comes back with
something so beautifully melan
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The 2001-2002 Entertainment Year in Review
no shows being per
formed,
and no one
ByCristin Curry
had any clue as to
AssistantArts andEntertainmentEditor
when things would
pick up again. Yet,
as did the people of
America, the theatre
hroughout this school year, we prevailed. Trudging on
have experienced m any life- with the ancient motto
altering dilemmas. Whether it "The show must go
was politically, socially, financially, on!" People eventually
or em otionally there is no d o ub t started coming back
that everyone has seen and been to enjoy the magic of
the theatre, w ithout
through a whole lot.
One of the most influential areas the fear of violence
of our lives this year was the enter each time they step
tainm ent business. Breakthrough off of the subway.
Other areas of
perform ances, sacrifices m ade,
and the rebuilding of an empire, e n tertainm ent also
2001-2002 has been quite a memo made a splash this
year, whether it had
rable time.
The start of this year came to a to do with cheering
stand still with the vicious acts of people up after Sept.
Sept. 11. The trauma and destruc 11 or just to out do
tion of the terrorism caused many everyone else, the
businesses to shut down in New York movie industry seemed Young wizards learn their lessons in the recent hit movie and cult following Harry
to turn into the year of Potter. The series of books turned movie had both children and adults crying out for
City.
One of the prime businesses to the Blockbuster. Spec more after viewing the blockbuster film.
ta to rs
suffer from severe
from all over the Fathers, Grandparents all w anted a disastrous plane crash on Aug. 25,
set backs was the
66 S p e c t a t o r s f r o m
country flocked to their child to be the new Harry 2001. Because she was cu t short
heart and root of
cinemas
to view Potter.
of her life at the young age of 22
all entertainment,
ALL OVER THE COUNTRY
the
long
awaited
The amazing cinem atography her death was quite a shock for her
the theatre.
FLOCKED TO CINEMAS
motion picture ver and special effects used throughout fans and people who were not even
Broadway was
sions of their favor these films helped to take the publics great fans of hers. The young artist
forced to close
TO VIEW THEIR FAVORITE
ite books, such as minds off of everything that had was a t the peak of her fame and
down a fte r the
the Lord o f the Rings been going on around them. It also proved to be very promising for
BOOKS, SUCH AS LORD
events due to
and Harry Potter.
left open the opportunity for sequels future projects.
d a m a g e in the
The Harry Potter of these visually appealing films to
Along with the death of Aaliyah
streets, and a lack
phenomena started come about in future years.
was the passing of former Beatle and
of an audience.
out as a children's
The music industry had to deal
Many did not
See "IN REVIEW" on p. 22
chapter
book
that
with
many tragic events such as the
w ant to take the
o f the R ing s a n d
chance of coming into N.Y.C. for fear spread like wild flowers. Before you deaths of two beloved musicians.
knew it everyone, everywhere you R&B Pop icon Aaliyah was killed in
of another terrorist threat, or from
H a rthe
r y P otter . 99
terrible memory of the obliteration. looked was reading Harry Potter.
By the time word that a film
This was a horrendous hindrance for
many that worked in the theatre. was going to be made, everybody
There was no money being made, wanted to be Harry Potter. Mothers,
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ow

,olJ are

you now 9

Tliusclay, A p r il 25fli
Ella Fitzgerald 1917
Al Pacino 1940
Renee Zellwegger 1969
F rid a y , A p r il 2 6 lli
Jet Li 1963
I.M. Pei 1917
S a tu rd a y , A p r il 2Ttli
Casey Kasern 1932
Kylie Travis 1970
Ann Suzuki 1987

ow old are you n ow ?
S u n d a y , A p r il 28tli
Jessica Alba 1981
Penelope Cruz 1974
Jay Leno 1950
M o n d a y , A p r il 29 lli
Daniel Day-Lewis 1958
Master P 1970
Jerry Seinfeld 1955
Uma Thurman 1970

Tuesday, A p r il 3 0 fl.
Kirsten Dunst 1982
Eric Johnson 1976
Isiah Thomas 1961
W e d n e s d a y , M a y 1st
Judy Collins 1939
Jerry Weiss 1946
Danny De La Rosa 1964

W W W .IM D B.C O M

Denzel W ashington and H alle B erry rejoice a fte r receiving th e ir
Know someone who’s celebrating a birthday soon? What else says
Academy awards as the firs t A frican-Am ericans to win both Best “ Happy Birthday” (on a very limited budget) better than getting your
Actress and Best A ctor at this years Oscar’s ceremony for M onster friend’s name in the paper? Email msuarts@hotmail.com with the
birthday kid’s full name and year of birth at least a week before the
B all and Training Day.
date and let them know you really care., even though you may be
really poor.
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Antonio De Curtis Recognized As Genius
the man for he was not only a prolific
theatrical stage and screen actor, but
a composer and a poet as well.
StaffWriter
The Italian Film Project seeks to
introduce people to the many sides
of this innovative performer.
ince Monday, April 15 MSU has
Antonio De Curtis was born on
been the host of an Italian February 15,1898 in Naples, Italy. His
Film Project. Sponsored by the stage name was "Toto,” which also
D ean’s O ffice of the C ollege of served as his nickname by friends and
the Humanities and Social Sciences family members alike.
in conjunction with
His early suc
the Department of
cesses
originated
66 R e v e r e d b y a u d i 
Spanish and Italian,
on the theatrical
e n c e s AND RIPPED
UNICO National, and
stage itself.
the Italian Ameri
Before he began
APART BY CRITICS, IT
can Students of MSU,
doing professional
the project runs for
WAS NOT UNTIL HIS
theater, he was
a period of two
noted for having
DEATH THAT [ANTONIO
weeks.
done im provisaIt is entitled A
tional theater at
Celebration o f Anto
family gatherings.
nio De Curtis, Toto,
Soon after, the
and if you haven't
professional stage
guessed it commemorates thisDItalian
toe ivhim.
e C u r tcalled
is ] r e c
e d De Curtis, reinvented
film star's life works.
the theatrical form of com edia
ACCLAIM.a 9
9
Revered by audiencesNATIONAL
and dell’arte,
genre
of improvisational
ripped apart by critics, it was not com edy that relied heavily on the
until after his death that he received use of stock characters and physical
national acclaim. Today, De Curtis, humor.
is viewed as an artistic genius.,
First popularized during the Italian
It should be noted that the word Renaissance, De Curtis gave it a new
"artist" is the only way to describe spin, with the creation of his own
By Elizabeth M. Coen

S

1

the De Curtis family archive, the
original character, Mamo.
M odeled after Pulcinella, a personal and professional life of De
vulgar servant of the old style, con Curtis is memorialized.
temporary Mamo,
In a display of
supported
the
original film post
66 H e e a r n e d h is
other characters
ers, manuscripts,
both in the physical
and personal pho
LAUGHS BY BEING THE
tographs, specta
and metaphorical
BUTT OF HITS AND SLAPS tors are given the
sense.
He never spoke
FROM HIS FELLOW CAST opportunity to see
and worked solely
his life's work from
MEMBERS. HE EPITO
a variety of per
from the com m u
spectives.
nication of the
MIZES THE GENIUS OF
The exhibit will
body.
continue to be on
He earned his
SLAPSTICK HUMOR. 9 9
laughs by being the
display through the
of the month from
butt of hits and slaps from his fellow e n d
12-4p.m. on April 23-27 and then
cast members.
He epitomizes the genius of again from April 29th through May
2.
slapstick humor.
The last event of the project will
The only way to really watch De
Curtis in his element today is through take place on Thursday, April 25 at
7:30 p.m. in Dickson Hall.
the cinema.
The event is entitled “Toto's Poetry
The first event of the project was
in Words and Music." Guest's Enrico
a film screening and lecture.
The movie, Hawks and Sparrows, Granafei and Laura Caparotti, will
was a collaboration of De Curtis's lead the poetry reading.
contemporary, director Pier Paolo
The program was designed so
Pasolini.
that audiences would be exposed to
The film is clearly a fine example De Curtis' lesser known talents, that
of great Italian cinema and shows as a poet and a composer.
It should prove to be an entertain
off the talented De Curtis.
In the exhibit, brought forth by ing and enlightening evening.

1

New M ullholland Drive DVD Clues You In
By Robert Schmelter
StaffWriter

Mullholland Drive
David Lynch
Asymmetrical Productions

aster of the macabre (and
the occasionally incoher
ent) David Lynch brought
his trademark quirkiness back to
theatres last Fall with his maniacal
masterpiece Mullholland Drive.
This mystery of a movie is now
available on DVD including bonus
scenes to perhaps clear up some
of your confusion.
Starring newcom ers Naomi
Watts and Laura Elena Harring,
Drive tells the dreamlike/nightmarish
tale of a young Hollywood ingenue
recently arrived from Ontario, and
her enigm atic and highly erotic
adventures with a mysterious and
sultry amnesiac.
The story begins (or ends) with acar accident on the infamous road
of the film's title.
Stunning brunette, Harring, plays
Rita, the accident's sole survivor.
In an amnesia-induced haze,
she stumbles into the Hollywood
condo that Watts, as ingenue Betty,
h's w atching for her actress aunt
who is away in Canada shooting
a film.
Immediately, as the two women
meet for the first time, we get the
sense ,they are not characters so
much as cha racter types; icons
ripped from Hollywood's celluloid
history.
As the blonde Betty, Watts, is

M

the stereotypical small tow n girl
Initially, intended as a TV series for
with big time dreams of stardom,
ABC, Lynch was given more room
while Hairing's Rita is the prototypal
for Hollywood satire so the network
dark, femme fatale
pulled the plug.
bombshell.
I
As
a
film,
66... D r ive is a f il m
The search for
Mullholland Drive
Rita’s true ide n tity
revels in its own
THAT WEAVES THE
is at the core of the
weirdness with a
VIEWER THROUGH THE
film; their story is internon-linear, laby
cu t with a subplot
rinthine plot and
DREAMING UNCONCIOUS
involving a young
lesbian love.
filmmaker casting for
Lynch’s exces
OF AN AMBIGUOUS
his latest project,
sive quirkiness cul
PERSON. 9 9
who is manipulated
minates in the
to hire an actress
film ’s most pow 
against his will.
H
erful scene. At
• Lynch fans will be
the club Silencio,
happy to see Twin Peaks backward
Betty and Rita watch with stunned
talking midget as the man pulling
revelation a performance art piece
Adam, the filmmaker's, strings. ■
involving music, smoke, and a lip-

synched Spanish version of Roy
Orbison's "Crying."
It is obvious that one of them is
dreaming while the other is merely
a dream. It is from that perspective
that one must watch Mullholland
Drive. Just as dreams make you
question your reality and identity
through metaphor and symbols,
Drive is a film th a t weaves the
viewer through the dreaming
unconscious of an ambiguous
person. Is it Betty? Or is Rita? Or
maybe it is Lynch himself?
Newly released on DVD, the film
comes with Lynch's "Ten Clues to
Solve Mullholland Drive." If, in the
end the film still makes no sense,
d o n ’ t worry. Just sit back and
enjoy the scenery.

W W W .IM D B.C O M

Newcomers Naomi Watts and Laura Elena attempt to solve the mystery o f Rita in a diner in M ullholland
D rive.
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Hey B uckaroo,Get
Back on Your Horse
By James Topoleski
Arts andEntertainmentEditor
r

Dw. Dunphy
Buckaroo
S ecret D ecoder R ecords

very so often you come across a
band that while needing some
work, shows a lot of potential.
You have the feeling that while this
album might not be as good as it
could have been, there is a seed
for growth.
Dw. Dunphy’s Buckaroo is one of
those albums. It is very well made,
with some songs that are intoxicating
but a few small problems manage
to take away from those songs and
cause Buckaroo to fall short of a
great album.
The major problem with Buckaroo
is that there is in fact too much noise
on the album and none of it is seem
ingly re le va n t to the songs. You
have clips of the Hindenburg's fiery

E

f[

demise and bullets flying back and
forth underneath songs that actu
ally distract from the song itself. It’s
almost as if Dunphy is using the clips
to enhance his sound, something he
really doesn’t have to do since often
his songs speak clearly without the
enhancement.
Take for example the clip of the
Hindenburg disaster before “The Fire
and The Wind."
While it makes sense, the d if
ference betw een the sound the
song has and the sound of the radio
broadcast, it makes it hard to listen to
both but rather forces you to choose
one.
The fa ct that only once during
the song (toward the end) do you
actually have to listen to both at
the same time (the radio broadcast
fades out in the beginning while
the song comes in) is a blessing, but
even the bit you do have to listen to
causes what was a very enjoyable
song, to end somewhat sour.
Another song that suffers from
both sound effects in the b a c k 
ground as well as a weird transition
between two segments of the song is
"Jack in the Box." Its fusion of modern
w a rfa re and alien like chanting
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Fox Network is.Canceling “Ally McBeal,” a once Emmy Award
winning 5 eriess$fprring Calista Flockhart. The five-year running
Sjffivy’s2 ra ting ;fcive been suffering this year despite heavy
promotion. "L.A. Lay/” is being brought back in place of the series.
The final episode ¡s c h eduled to air May 20.
« p ip y
Robert (Wake, actor, and his bodyguard have been charged in
the shoeing of Blake’s wife Bonnie Lee Bakley. Bakley was killed
outside a Studio City restaurant on May 4,2001. Two stuntmen are
expected to testify against Blake, saying that he attempted to
hire them to kill his wife for him.

Music
Norah Jones, a 22 year-old jazz sinltagM igw riter released
her debut album, Come Aw ay With Me. Qpuahter of Indian
musician/composer Ravi Shankar, stucffjgfo piano-and jazz while
growing up in Dallas, Texas. Her album is a W o l mix of soul, pop,
jazz and country. She was signed to Blue Note Records in January
2001 and her album was released in February. It has jumped 20
spots this week to No. 52 on the Billboard charts in the U.S.

Movies
The Scorpion King took in $36.2 million for a No.l debut last
weekend. The WWF wrestling star, The Rock, proved himself
as a true action hero after knocking down box office records
for April,

See "BUCKAROO"on p. 23
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C om piled from c h n .c o m by Cristin Curry

A r ts Calendar
C oncert & Theater Calendar

r

Movie Releases

Album Releases
1

Life or Something Like It - dir: Stephen Herek
Angelina Jolie, Tony Shalhoub, Stockard Channing
Dogtown and Z-Boys - dir: Stacy Peralta
Sean Penn, Stacy Peralta, Tony Alva

Rock/Pop - Elvis Costello: When I Was Cool
Rock/Pop - Pet Shop Boys: Release
Rock/Pop - Trey Anastasio: Trey Anastasio
Rap/Hip Hop- Big Tymers: Hood Rich

Tigerlily only lists events for that week (from the Thursday we com e out to the following Wednesday). For your event to get
listed, It must reach us by the Tuesday before w e com e out.
Be sure to include the name of the event (who’s performing) where it’s being held, and the exact da te it’s happening.
Send all information to the following e-mail address:

msuarts@hofmail.com

www.themontdarion.com
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GINA NITTING
Opinion Editor

VANESSA ALVAREZ
Staff Writer: Feature

Movie:Terry Zw igoff’s Ghost
World
CD: Justin Vellucci's in memory
o f eden's sons, who
were
TV Moment: When the mom in
"Six Feet Under" asked,
“ You stole a foot from a
person?"
The Star-Ledger
MIKE SANCHEZ
Managing Editor
Movie: Ridley Scott's
Black Hawk Down
TV Moment: John Hall kicking
the game-winning field
goal, putting the NY
Jets back in the playoffs
(above)
Video Game: M adden 2001

TERRENCE THORNTON
Assistant Opinion Editor
Movie: Robert Altman’s Gosford
Park
Concert: Le Tigre, Brooklyn
(below)
Book: Alice Munro's Hateship,
Friendship, Courtship,
Loveship, Marriage

INBAL KAHANOV
Production Editor
Movie: David Lynch’s Mulholland
Drive (below)
CD: Jim O'Rourke's
Insignificance
TV Show: "Sex and the City"

Movie: John Dahl’s Joy Ride
TV Show: "The Osbournes"
Concert: NSync,
Giants Stadium
JEN GAYNOR
Staff Writer: Feature
Book: Christopher Rice's Identity
o f Souls
CD: Garbage’s Beautiful
Garbage
Movie: Tim Blake Nelson's O
ALLISON NAZIMEK
Staff Writer: Feature, A&E

Movie: Cameron Crowe's Vanilla
Sky
TV Show: “ Six Feet Under"
(below)
Live Moment: Yankees tying in
the bottom of the ninth
against Oakland, Game
5 of the division playoffs.

ROBERT SCHMELTER
Staff Writer: News

JAMES TOPOLESKI
A&E Editor

LACEY SMITH
Assistant Feature Editor
Movie: Wes Anderson's The Royal
Tenenbaums
TV Show: "ER”
TV Moment: “ ER"’s Elizabeth held
her newlywed husband's
hand, who then throws
up sick from cancer
chemotherapy.

Broadway Show: Urinetown
Movie: Peter Jacksonis Lord o f
the Rings (below)
Concert: Billy Gilman,
Atlantic City

Movie: David Lynch’sMullholand
Drive
CD: Stone Temple Pilot’s
Shangraladeda
TV Moment: Denzel Washington
and Halle Berry breaking
the color barrier at the
Oscars.

CD: The Calling's Camino
Palmero
Broadw ay Show: Urinetown
On-Campus Event: Winterball

Movie: Michael Lehmann's
40 Days and 40 Nights
Concert: Ani Difranco,
Brookdale Com m unity
College (above)
TV Show: “ Once and Again”
MIKECAFARO
Assistant Photography Editor
Movie: Tony Scott’s Spy Game
TV Show: "The Simpsons"
Video Game: NBA Street
JENN WINSKI
Graphic Design Editor
Main Editorial Cartoonist

mtv.com

TYNA SNYDER
Assistant Feature Editor

hollywood.com

movies.go.com

Movie: Peter Jackson’s Lord of
the Rings
CD: Garbage's Beautiful
Garbage (below)
Video Game: Final Fantasy Ten

LILLIAN M. ALEMAN
News Editor

MICHELE PHIPANY
Chief Copy Editor

flemtam.com
MELINDA SMITH
Assistant Copy Editor

SIMONA KOGAN
Feature Editor

movies.com

Movie: Cameron Crowe's Vanilla
Sky
CD: Piebald’s We Are The Only
Friends That We Have
TV Moment: When Miranda on
"Sex and the City" had
her baby

CD: Hoobastank's self-titled
Movie: Steven Soderbergh's
Ocean's Eleven
(below)
TV Moment: When Rachel on
"Friends” found out she
was having Ross' baby

mtv.com

Movie: Michael Lehmann's
40 Days and 40 Nights
CD: Hoobastank's self-titled CD
(below)
TV Show: "Sex and the City"

ELIZABETH M. COEN
Staff Writer: A&E

Movie: W allace Wolodarsky’s
Sorority Boys (below)
CD: No Doubt’s Rock Steady
TV Show: “VH1 Pop Up Video"

mtv.com
ANNA LAWRENCE
A&E Editor (Fall 2001)
Staff Writer: A&E (Spring 2002)
Movie: Peter Jackson’s Lord of
the Rings
Concert: The Concert for New
York
TV Moment: Halle Berry winning
the Oscar
CRISTIN CURRY
Assistant A&E Editor
CD: Ben Fold’s Rocking the
Suburbs
Concert: Dismemberment Plan,
Princeton
Movie: Wes Anderson's The
Royal Tenenbaums

movies.go.com
LAUREN LILOIA
Assistant Graphic Design Editor
Movie-: Peter Jackson's Lord of
the Rings
CD: Jimmy Eat World's Bleed
American
TV Show: “Sex and the City”

Compiled by and layout by Inbal Kahanov and Jenn Winski

movies.go.com
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In Review
Continued from p.18

Rock ‘rY Roll genius, George Harrison.
The 58-year old guitarist died on
Nov. 29, 2001 in L.A, California after
having been diagnosed with a form
of brain cancer.
This was a sad day for die-hard
Beatle's fans; fans of George Harri
son's solo work and fans of music in
general. Harrison gave so much to
the art of music throughout all of his
years working in the industry.
His death cam e at a time when
all of America was in need of security
and hope. Though all of the Beatles
were British, they were pioneers of
American Rock n' Roll; the passing of
another Beatle was very depressing
for all.
Countless devotees had been
long awaiting the reoccurrence of
the Emo punk-pop group Weezer.
After the great success of the
eponymous Blue Album, the band
went into hiding it seemed after the
contrasting results of their second
album Pinkerton in 1996.
The second album did not do as
well on the pop charts as some of the
catchy songs on the Blue Album did,
such as "Say it Ain’t So" or "Buddy
Holly.” Yet, the true brilliance of
Pinkerton had not been recognized
until more recently, with heart
wrenching lyrics and garage band
guitar riffs this was Weezer's best and
most personal album to date.
But, with the failure of Pinkerton,
Rivers Cuomo (lead singer and pri
mary songwriter) felt th a t putting

his raw emotion into the songs
was not helpful when attempt
ing to achieve success.
The bands third album,
known as the Green Album,
was released in 2001 and
although it has had a great
am ount of com m ercial suc
cess true fans of the band were
quite disappointed with the
lack of emotion and versatility
in the songs.
Most will say that this was
a huge disappointment to
the long awaited come back.
Nevertheless, the band may
surprise us yet with there soon
to be released for May 2002,
Maladroit. They may still have
something to give, and we will
look forward to them coming
through with flying colors.
Other successes in the
entertainment industry were
the first ever Oscar wins of Best
Actress and Best Actor by two
African Americans. Halle Berry and
Denzel Washington both took home
A cadem y Awards for their stellar
performances in Monsters Ball and
Training Day.
MTV also took a step forward with
the remarkable success of the new
reality T.V. show “The Osbournes."
The reality sitcom features the
everyday life of "The Prince of Dark
ness" himself, Ozzy Osbourne, living
his everyday life along with his two
children, Jack and Kelly and wife,

Sharon.
It's a typical nuclear family living
in their lavish California mansion,
while troubling about problems such
as the "OZ Fest Tour," cleaning up
doggie doo, tattoos, and annoying
neighbors.
"The Osbournes" has received
rave reviews and has onpe again
put MTV in the spotlight of creativity
while launching the latest album by
Ozzy to the top of the billboard.
The year in review has been one

of triumph, defeat, loss and humor.
We've had to endure more this
year than most have had to their
entire lives. The entertainment indus
try proved our struggles and fears
through its art and gave us hope for
the future and took our minds off of
our troubles.
What’s yet to come in entertain
ment? Who knows, that’s the magic
of showbiz baby.;

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE - SPRING SEMESTER 2002
Day Undergraduate and Graduate Courses
M ay 6 - 1 0
Monday - May 6
For Classes with First or O n ly
For Classes with First or O n ly
For Classes with First or O n ly
For Classes with First or O n ly

M eeting on M ,W ,F
M eeting on M ,W ,F
M eeting on M ,W ,F
M eeting on M ,W ,F

at 0800am......................... 0800am-l000am
at 1000am..........................1015am-1215pm
at 0100pm..........................1245pm-0245pm
at 0300pm..............
0300pm-0500pm

First or O n ly
First or O n ly
First or O n ly
First or O n ly

M eeting
M eeting
M eeting
M eeting

on
on
on
on

T
T
T
T

or R
or R
or R
or R

at 0900am ...........................0800am-1000am
at 1100am...........................1015am-1215pm
at 0200pm........
1245pm-0245pm
at 0400pm.......................... 0300pm-0500pm

Classes
Classes
Classes
Classes

with
with
with
with

First or O n ly
First or O n ly
First or O n ly
First or O n ly

Meeting
M eeting
M eeting
M eeting

on
on
on
on

M ,W ,F
M ,W ,F
M ,W ,F
M ,W ,F

at 0900am.......................... 0800am-1000am
at UOOam ......................... 1015 am-12l5pm
at 0200pm..........................1245pm-0245pm
at 0400pm.........................0300pm-0500pm

with First or O n ly
with First or O n ly
with First or O n ly
with First or O n ly

Sunday - May 5
For Classes Meeting Only on Sunday at 0830am or. 1000am........................................ 0830 am -1030am
For Classes Meeting Only on Sunday at 1200pm or 0200pm....................................... 1200pm-0200pm

For Classes
For Classes
For Classes
For Classes

Meeting Only on Monday at 0500pm or 0520pm.....................................0500pm-0700pm
Meeting Only on Monday at 0600pm, 0630pm or 0700pm...............0700pm-0900pm
Meeting Only on Monday at 0800pm............................................................... 0800pm- 1000pm
Meeting on Monday and Wednesday at 0600pm or 0630pm.............0700pm-0900pm

Tuesday-May 7

Thursday - May 9
For Classes
For Classes
For Classes
For Classes

Saturday - May 4

Monday - May 6

Wednesday - May 8
For
For
For
For

For Classes Meeting Only on Friday at 0530pm.....................................................................0530pm-0730pm
For Classes Meeting On ly on Friday at 0830pm ..................................................................0830pm-1030pm

For Classes Meeting Only on Saturday at 0830am or 1000am....................................0830am-1030am
For Classes Meeting Only on Saturday at 1200pm or 0 2 0 0 p m ................................. 1200pm-0200pm

Tuesday - May 7
For Classes with
For Classes with
For Classes with
For Classes with

Evenrag/Weekend/and Off-Campus
Undergraduate and Graduate Courses
May 3 - 9
Friday - May 3

M eeting
M eeting
M eeting
M eeting

on T
on T
on T
on T

or R
or R
or R
or R

at 0800am...........................0800am-1000am
at 1000am........................... 1015am-1215pm
at 0100pm...........................1245pm-0245pm
at 0300pm.......................... 0300pm-0500pm

Friday-May 10
For Classes with First or O n ly M eeting on M ,W ,F at 1200pm ........................ 1015am.-1215pm
For Classes with First or O n ly M eeting on T or R a t 1200pm........................... 1245pm- 0245pm

For Classes
For Classes
For Classes
For Classes

Meeting Only on Tuesday at 0500pm or 0520pm..................................... 0500pm-0700pm
Meeting Only on Tuesday at 0600pm, 0630pm or 0700pm...............0700pm-0900pm
Meeting Only on Tuesday at 0800pm................................................................0800pm-1000pm
Meeting on Tuesday and Thursday at 0600pm or 0630pm..................0700pm-0900pm

Wednesday - May 8
For Classes
For Classes
For Classes
For Classes
For Classes

Meeting Only on Wednesday at 0500pm or 0520pm..............................0500pm-0700pm
Meeting Only on Wednesday at 0600pm, 0630pm or 0700pm
0700pm-0900pm
Meeting Only on Wednesday at 0800pm........................................................ 0800pm-1000pm
Meeting on Monday and Wednesday at 0500pm........................................ 0500pm-0700pm
Meeting on Monday and Wednesday at 0800pm........................................ 0700pm-0900pm

Thursday - May 9
For Classes
For Classes
For Classes
For Classes
For Classes

Meeting Only on Thursday at 0500pm or 0520pm.................................. 0500pm-0700pm
Meeting Only on Thursday at 0600pm, 0630pm, or 0700pm ...........0700pm-0900pm
Meeting Only on Thursday at 0800pm .............................................................0800pm-1000pm
Meeting on Tuesday and Thursday at 0500pm.............................................0500pm-0700pm
Meeting on Tuesday and Thursday at 0800pm .............................................0700pm-0900pm

Examination Notes
1.
The examination times listed above are based on the weekly course schedule. (The first day o f the semester is not involved.)
2.
A ll examinations are to be held in the regularly assigned classroom. In day courses where more than one room is involved, the location o f the exam will be the same as the firstToom o f a series

4.

(e.g., a course meeting M W F in different rooms will have the exam in the M room).
Courses scheduled for 75 minutes and which begin on the h alf hour are to follow the exam schedule for the preceding hour (e.g., a course meeting T R 0930am-1045am will follow the exam period
for courses With the first meeting day on T or R at 0900am).
Facutty involved in teaching courses on a ‘T o Be Arranged” basis and who require an exam room arc asked to make arrangements for a specific time and room. Please call the O ffic e o f the

5.

Registrar at ext. 4295 prior to A p ril 15.
Students with a time conflict in their exam schedule should immediately notify each faculty member involved and make arrangements to reschedule one o f the exams.

3.
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Buckaroo
Continued from p. 20

ON THE DANCE FLOOR *«*
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causes confusion in the listener. You
are left wondering what is relevant
to the song and what could have
conceivably been left off the track.
The song itself is not bad, rather the
sound effects in it is.
One of the most enjoyable tracks
on the album comes at the begin
ning with "Crawling Toward Jerusa
lem." On it the reverb of the acoustic
guitar lends itself well to Dunphy's
voice, which hints of a young Bob
Dylan more so than Dylan's own son
Jakob. Dunphy conveys a sense of
force, with the song starting off slow

with many single notes strummed
along with the chords and then
gradually picking up into a driving
force. The one complaint you could
make Is there is a sense of a few
false notes being played in the song,
which has the tendency to make
you cringe.
"A Certain Love," and "Kelly
O'Neil," are two other enjoyable
songs on the album and yet another
exam ple of the Dylan-like sound
Dunphy posesses. The one problem
with both songs might be that both
have too much reverb e ffe ct on
them, which detracts
from the guitar and
vocals.
But even with all
these little problems,
the album is not bad.
Buckaroo ends up
being that album that
makes you listen to
it over and over and
eventually grows on
you. Its sparse tracks
work well though it
could lose some of the
effects like reverb, as
well as the weird segways into new tracks.
But more importantly
it showcases a talent
th a t while not there
yet, eventually will get
there given time.
COURTESY OF SECRET DECODER RECORDS

* * *

O U M I C E Z A C E K A. P A T n E R S O N
T H f W E S T n t O M A C K O S S I M E T O N D ..N E W

M. O C X »
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FR ID A Y S
Shows Start 11 pm Sharp
Frt. April 26

10:30PM START

The Undead
Dirty Knees
{members of Insom niac & ex-Swinging N e ck Breakers}

Fri. May 2

110:30PM START

Bozo Porno
Circus
S
A
TU
R
D
A
Y
S
Ladies fldmitted FREE!
D J S p in s T h e S m a r t M ix
Fri. April 4

10:30PM START

Kings of Nuttin’
(Perform ing tw o sets!)
Fri. May 11

W M 8Q

110:30PM START

Artist Amplification Night
373 BROADWAY PASSAIO PARK. NJ 07055
T

l f
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Summer I
May 2 8 -Jvly 3 , 2 0 0 3
ARTS AND COMMUNICATION
Undergraduate

ARTS AND COMMUNICATION
Undergraduate
ARTS 395 INTERNSHIP
ARTS 399 ST: EXP DIGITAL IMAGE It PRINT-1SS
COMM 101 INTRO TO THEATER
COMM 110 COMMUNICATION IN ACTION
COMM 117 THEATER PERFORMANCE LAB
COMM 210 MEDIA WRITING
COMM 222 MEDIA ETHICS It LAW
COMM 244 COMM . RESEARCH FOUNDATIONS
COMM 263 PUBLIC SPEAKING-1SS
COMM 280 THEATER WORKSHOP I
COMM 290 THEATER WORKSHOP U
COMM 330 INTERNSHIP - INTERNAL
COMM 445 COMMUNICATION CAPSTONE
MUS 120 MUSIC APPRECIATION
MUS 126 SURVEY AUDIO RECORDING
MUS 144 MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS
MUS 200 CONCERT CHOIR
MUS 211 CONCERT BAND
MUS 222 JA ZZ ENSEMBLE
MUS 303 MUSIC MGMT INTERNSHIP
MUS317 HISTORY AMER POP MUS (1950)-1SS
MUS 399 ST: FINALE NOTATION - 1SS
MUS 608 ST IN MUS ED: ARRANGING-2SS

BusaA^r^

Undergradua te

BSCO610 MULTINATIONAL BUS ENV/OPER
MBAE776 BUSINESS GOVMT SOCIETY

■DUCMION
Undergraduate
CIEC 399
CIED203
CIEE399
CIEE413
CIRL 229
CIRL 330
CISE310
CISE 415
SPED 307
SPED 320

ST: TAKE A LOOK: USING MUSEUMS
TEACHING AS A PROFESSION
ST: CAPTURE SPIRITS/ENGAGE MINDS
TECHNOLOGY ACROSS CURRIC
LITERACY k LEARNING
RDG STRAT CONTENT AREAS
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
TECH IN CLASSROOM
ASSESSMENT CHILD WITH DISABIL
PRACTICUM II IN SPECIAL ED

Graduate

CIEC 599 ST: TAKE A LOOK: USING MUSEUMS
CIEC 611 PARENT k INVOLVE SCHL & COMM
CIEE599 ST: CAPTURING SP1RUS/ENGAG MINDS
CIEE 605 TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION
CIRL 626 LIT FOR ADOLESCENTS
CISE 510 APPL OF PSYCH FOR PROS TEACHERS
CISE 601 TCH STRAT SUBJ FIELDS
CMAT677 INSTR THRY/PRCT MATH
CMAT 678 INSTR THRY/PRCT SCI k HLTH
CMAT 680 SCHOOL & SOCIETY
CSP 611 EXPER GROUP INTERACTIONS
CSP614
COMMUNITY RESOURCE AGENCIES
CSP 621
CASE STUDIES IN COUNSELING

HUMANITIIS AND SOCIAL SCIENCIS
Undergraduate
A A C S150 RACISM k SEXISM IN US
AACS155 JUSTICE & RACISM
AACS 211 BLUES TO RAP
AACS 215 AFRICAN HISTORY I
AACS 261 AFR AFR AM, CARIBBEAN RELIGION
AACS 303 AFRICAN FAMILY LIFE
AACS 311 AFRICAN LITERATURE
ANTH130 INTRO TO ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTH200 HUMAN ORIGINS
ANTH210 ARCHAEOLOGY
ANTH408 INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA
ANTH 491 INTERNSHIP ANTHROPOLOGY
ENG 108 BASIC WRITING
ENG 110 WRITING EFFECTIVE PROSE
ENG 150 INTRO TO LITERATURE
ENG 200 METHODS OF LITERARY ANALYSIS
ENG 302 ENG UT: ROMANTIC-MODERN
ENG 305 LIT WEST: EUROPE TO RENAISSANCE
ENG 330 CRITICAL WRITING I
ENG 411 SHAKESPEARE COMEDY/HIST
FR 110
BASIC FRENCH I
FR111
BASIC FRENCH n
GER110 BASIC GERMAN I
GER 111 BASIC GERMAN 11
HIST.101 FOUND OF WESTERN CIV
HIST 102 THE WEST & THE WORLD
HIST 205 US: THROUGH RECONSTRUCTION
HIST 260 HISTORICAL METHODS
HIST 340 GERMANY: BISMARK-HITLER
HIST 354 HISTORY OF CIVIL RIGHTS MVMENT
HIST 480 SEMINAR: REUGION It AMER SOCIETY
HUMH 498 HUM HON RESRCH: 1NDPNDNT STUDY
IT llO
BASIC ITALIAN I
PHIL 110 INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY
PHIL 227 EASTERN PHILOSOPHY/REUGION
PHIL 399 ST: TIBETAN BUDDHIST PHILOSOPHY
POL 110 INTRO TO POLITICS

ST: FIELD ENTOMOLOGY
SEMINAR: MOLECULAR BIO
GRAD CUN ICAL PRACTICUM
HEALTH CARE INFORMATIC LAB
ADVANCED NURS PRACTICUM I
ADVANCED NURS ROLE PRACT
THESIS SEMINAR

Summer II

ARTS 581 INTRO 3-D COMPUTER MODEL
ARTS 59? ST: MIXED MEDIA WORKSHOP

Graduate

BIO 599
BIO 710
CODS 609
NUR 502
NUR 604
NUR 700
NUR 703

July 10-August 15, 2002

Graduate

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING
TAXATION I
MACROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES
MICROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES
ECONOMIC STATISTICS I
ECONOMIC STATISTICS D
MONEY & BANKING
MONEY & BANKING
CORPORATE FINANCE
ADV MGR FIN
LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS
PRINCIPLES MANAGEMENT
MGMT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR
ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY
INTERNATIONAL MGMT
HUMAN RESOURCE PLAN/DEV
TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS
PRODUCT/OPERATION MGMT
MGMT PLANING/CONTROL
BUS STRATEGY/POLICY
SEMINAR MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP IN MANAGEMENT
PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING
GLOBAL MARKETING
CONSUMER BEHAVIOR
E-MARKETING
MARKETING MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP IN MARKETING

SWIMMING
AEROBICS
INTERN IN EXERCISE PHYS
FITNESS FOR UFE
CONTEMP METH,MAT^tEVAL-DRIV ED
INTRO TO PHYSICS

Graduate

ARTH101 APPROACHES TO WESTERN ART
ARTS 251 TYPOGRAPHY FORM & APPL1C - 2SS
ARTS 270 PHOTOGRAPHY
ARTS 285 3-D COMPUTER GRAPHICS
ARTS 395 INTERNSHIP
ARTS 399 ST: MIXED MEDIA WORKSHOP
ARTS 451 VISUAL COMMUNICATION LAB - 1SS
COMM 101 INTRO TO THEATER
COMM 110 COMMUNICATION IN ACTION
COMM 115 THEATER PRODUCTION LAB
117 THEATER PERFORMANCE LAB
COMM 120 MASS COMMUNICATION
COMM 121 INTRO COMMUNICATION THEORY
COMM 210 MEDIA WRITING
COMM 220 RADIO k TV
COMM 222 MEDIA ETHICS & LAW
COMM 226 EFP & VIDEO EDITING
COMM 234 FILM AS A MEDIUM
COMM 244 COMM . RESEARCH FOUNDATIONS - 1SS
COMM 260 ORAL INTERPRETATION
COMM 263 PUBLIC SPEAKING
COMM 280 THEATER WORKSHOP I
COMM 290 THEATER WORKSHOP D
COMM 330 INTERNSHIP
COMM 463 GROUP DISCUSSION - 2SS
M US120 MUSIC APPRECIATION
MUS 276 COMPOSITION I
MUS 277 COMPOSITION II
MUS 303 MUS MGMT INTERNSHIP
MUS 376 COMPOSITION III
MUS 377 COMPOSITION IV
MUS 476 COMPOSITION V
MUS 477 COMPOSITION VI

ACCT2I1
ACCT212
ACCT410
ECON201
ECON202
ECON 210
ECON211
ECON310
FIN 310
FIN 320
FIN 430
LAW 201
MCT 300
MGT 305
MGT306
MGT 308
MGT 309
MCT 315
MGT 320
MGT 431
MGT 451
MGT 460
MGT 480
MGT 490
MKT 310
MKT 316
MKT 320
MKT 332
MKT 482
MKT 490

PEAK 267
PEEL 223
PEEP 490
PEGE150
PETC330
PHYS 110

G raduate

U N ! V E R S IC Y
M ere Choices • M ore Courses
O utstanding Faculty
W ooded Hilltop Campus
POL 120 AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
POL 212 EARLY MODERN POL THEORY
POL 221 STATE GOVERNMENT
PSY110
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
PSY 202
EXPERIMENTAL I: APPL STAT
PSY 203
EXPERIMENTAL II: RESEARCH METH
PSY 210
DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCH
PSY 220 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
PSY 230
HISTORY/SYSTEMS PSYCH
PSY 250
PSYCH CONSCIOUSNESS
PSY 260
PSYCH BUS/INDUSTRY
PSY 322
GROUP DYNAMICS
PSY 330
ADULT DEVELOPMENT/AGING
PSY 350
THEORY PERSONALITY
PSY 353 PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY
PSY 410
INTRO TO COUNSEUNG/PSYCH
PSY 480
SEMINAR IN PSYCH
SO C 101 PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY
SO C 102 SOCIAL PROBLEMS
SOC 211 ELEMENTARY SOCIAL STATISTICS
SOC 214 SOC RESEARCH METHODS I
SOC 218 HISTORY OF SOCIAL THEORY
SOC 233 SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION
SOC 261 ESSENTIALS OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
SOC 271 SEXUALITY IN MODERN LIFE
SOC 320 CONTEMP ISSUES WORKPLACE
SOC 354 SOCIAL STRATIFICATION
SOC 365 SOCIAL DEVIANCE
SOC 373 SOCIOLOGY OF SOCIAL MOVEMENTS
SOC 374 SOCIOLOGY O f WAR
SPAN 106 INTENSIVE BASIC SPANISH I It II
SPAN 110 BASIC SPANISH I
SPAN 111 BASIC SPANISH II
SPAN 210 INTERMEDIATE SPANISH I
SPAN 230 INTRO TO SPANISH U T I
SPAN 374 CHANGING LATIN AMERICAN CINEMA
WS 110 ■ WOMEN'S CHANGING ROLES
WS 150 RACISM/SEXISM IN THE US
WS 399 ST: REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS

Graduate
ENG 644
PSY 630
PSY 671
PSY 690
PSY 694
SOC 550
SOC 560

MILTON'S POETRY AND PROSE
INTELLECTUAL TESTING
INTRO CLINICAL PRACTICE II
CLINICAL PRACTICUM I
CLINICAL PRACTICUM V
CONTEMP ISSUES IN UFE COURSE - 1SS
SOCIOLOGY OF CORRECTION - 2SS
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SCIINCI AND H1ALTH
Undergraduate
BIO 112
GENERAL ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY I
BIO 114 APPUED ANATOMY k PHYSIOLOG
BIO 118 BASIC ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY I
BIO 120
HUMAN BIOLOGY
BIO 130
FIELD BIOLOGY
BIO 163
GENERAL BIOLOGY I
BIO 170
BASIC MICROBIOLOGY
BIO 399
ST: FIELD ENTOMOLOGY
CHEM 031 COLLEGE CHEMISTRY: LAB
CHEM051 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I: LAB
CHEM 060 GEN CHEM I LAB
CHEM 131 COLLEGE CHEMISTRY: LEC
CHEM 160 GEN CHEM I LEC
CHEM 251 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I LEC
CMHL120 CURRENT HEALTH ISSUES
CMHL210 WOMEN'S HEALTH
CMHL215 DRUGS It HEALTH
CMHL22Q STRESS MANAGEMENT
CMHL221 NUTRITION
CMHL270 CONCEPTS/BSUES OF AGING
CMHL390 HUMAN SEXUALITY
CMHL497 INTERSHIP IN COMMUNITY HEALTH
CODS 371 LANGUAGE DISORDERS IN SCHOOLS
C S 130
INTRO TO VISUAL BASIC
CS 201
COMPUTER LITERACY It
MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS
CS230
COMPUTER SCIENCE I
CS 240
COMPUTER SCIENCE II
EN V115 GENERAL GEOLOGY
GEO 150 WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY
GEO 334 GEOGRAPHY OF AFRICA
GEO 335 GEOGRAPHY OF LATIN AMERICA
MATH106 BASIC MATHEMATICS WITH ALGEBRA
MATH110 CONTEMPORARY MATH
MATH111 ALGEBRA It GEOMETRY WITH
APPLICATIONS
MATH115 COLLEGE ALGEBRA
MATH116 PRECALCULUS
MATH 120 FINITE MATH
MATH 130 ELEMENTARY STATISTICS
MATH 160 CALCULUS I
MATH 161 CALCULUS II
MATH 324 PROBABILITY It STATISTICS
PEAC160 FIRST AID It CPR
PEAK 163 TRACK It HELD

ARTS 599
MUS 500
MUS 526
MUS 554
MUS 555
MUS 558
MUS 561
MUS 572
MUS 590
MUS 599
MUS 609
MUS 654
MUS 655

x

ST: EXP DIGITAL IMAGE It PRINT - 1SS
CONCERT CHOIR
PSYCHOLOGY OF MUSIC - 2SS
APPLIED INSTRUCTION I
APPLIED INSTRUCTION II
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY-1SS
RESEARCH TECHNIQUES - 1SS
CHAMBER JAZZ ENSEMBLE I
GRADUATE SEMINAR
ST: FINALE NOTATION - 1SS
MARCHING BAND TECHNIQUES - 2SS
APPLIED INSTRUCTION III
APPLIED INSTRUCTION IV .

BUSINESS
Undergraduate
ACCT211
ACCT 212
ECON 201
ECON202
ECON 211
j FIN 320
'FIN-435
LAW 201
LAW 251
MGT 300
MGT 305
MGT 306
MGT 308
M GT 309
MGT 315
MGT 431
MGT 451
MGT 460
MGT 480
MKT 310
MKT 314
MKT 316
MKT 320
MKT 482
MKT 490

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING
MACROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES
MICROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES
ECONOMIC STATISTICS II
CORPORATE FIN AN CE.
PRINCIPLES OF INVESTMENT "
LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS
BUSINESS LAW I: CONTRACTS
PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT
MANGMNT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR
ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
HUMAN RESOURCE PLAN/DEV
PRODUCT/OPERATION MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT PLANNING/CONTROL
BUSINESS STRATEGY/POLICY
SEMINAR MANAGEMENT
PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING
MARKETING COMM STRATEGY
GLOBAL MARKETING
CONSUMER BEHAVIOR
MARKETING MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP IN MARKETING

Graduate

BSCO604 MGT PROCESS/ORG THEORY
BSCO606 MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING

IDUCATION
Undergraduate
BRI 109
CIEE 325
CIEE 399
CIRL 229

COLLEGE RDG/RATEIMPROV
ARTS It CREATIVITY IN EDUCATION
ST: CAPTURING SPIRIT/ENGAG MINDS
LITERACY It LEARNING

Graduate
CIEC 618
CIEE 512
CIEE 515
CIEE 599
CIEE 605
CIEE 619
CIEE 622
CIEE 628
CIRL 604
CISE 516
CISE 564
CMAT 619
CMAT 675
CSP 614
EDLP 601
EDLP606
SPED 519
SPED 520
SPED 536
SPED 542
SPED 544
SPED 599
SPED 654
SPED 657
SPED 658

LANGUAGE DEV & EMERGENT LITRCY
RDG LANG ARTS AND LITER
INTG ARTS INTO THE CURR
ST: CAPTURING SPRIT/ENGAG MINDS
TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION
APPLIED DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCH
PROBLEM SOLV It PROV POSING SEM
MATH ED RESEARCH SEMINAR
RECENT TRENDS CHILD LIT
TECHNOLOGY IN MIDDLE/SEC SCHOOLS
MODERN EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES
DEVELOP EDUC PSY PROS TEACHERS
THEORY/PRACTICE: FINE ARTS
COMMUNITY AGENCIES: RESOURCES
LEADERSHIP IN LEARN COMMUNITIES
PRINC1PALSHIP
NATURE/NEEDS OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILD
TEACH READING It LANGUAGE/SPED
GUIDANCE/COMM PRGMS/DISABLED
FNDATNS OF LEARNING DISABILITIES
INTRO.TO ASSISTIVE TECH IN SPED
ST: ASSISTIVE TECH MID/HS STUD
DEMONSTRATION TCHNGEXCEP LEARN
SEM CLNCL APPLCTION LRNING DISABITY
DEVEL STRATEGIES IN LEARN DBABITIES

HUMANITIIS AND SOCIAL SCIINCIS
Undergraduate

W ILLIA M PATERSON U N IV E R SIT Y
300 POMPTON ROAD • WAYNE, NEW JERSEY 07470

To begin your application/registration process, you must first call the Office of Admissions, toll free

1.877.WPU.EXCEL

2001 registration dates for visiting students are:
Sum m er I: M a y 6-28 • Sum m er II: M a y 6-28 and Jun e 3-July 10
Please submit application as soon as possible to ensure seat availability.
Residence halls are available for summer students. A ll tuition, fees, course offerings, and
times are subject to change. Look for more information on the Internet:

w w w .w p u n j.ed u

AACS 150 RACISM AND SEXISM IN US
AACS 155 JUSTICE AND RACISM
AACS 206 ELEMENTARY SWAHILI
AACS 212 AFRICAN AMERICAN MUSIC
AACS 312 MAJOR AUTHORS/AFRICAN DESCENT
ANTH 130 INTRO TO ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTH 408 INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA
ANTH 450 SHAMANS/WITCHES/MAGIC
ENG 110 WRITING EFFECTIVE PROSE
ENG 150 INTRO TO LITERATURE
ENG 304 AMERICAN LITERATURE 1865-1914
ENG 331 CREATIVE WRITING
FR 110
BASIC FRENCH I
FR U Ì
BASIC FRENCH II
GER 110 BASIC GERMAN I
GER 111 BASIC GERMAN II
HIST 101 FOUNDATIONS OF WESTERN CIV

HISTÎ02 THE WEST AND THE WORLD
HIST 206 US: SINCE RECONSTRUCTION
HIST 341 HITLER It NAZI ERA
HIST 350 AMERICAN SLAVERY
HIST 430 FRENCH REV/NAPOLEONIC ERA
HIST 480 SEMINAR: 20TH CENT GERMANY
HUMH 498 HUM HON RESRCH: IND STUDY
HUMH 499 HUM HON THESIS :IND STUDY
IT 110
BASIC ITALIAN I
I T lll
BASIC ITALIAN II
JPA N 110 BASIC JAPANESE I - 1SS
JPAN 111 BASIC JAPANESE II - 2SS
LAS 201 INTRO TO LATIN AMEERICAN STUDIES
PHIL 110 INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY
PHIL 200 ETHICS
PHIL 210 LOGIC
PHIL 227 EASTERN PHILOSOPHY/RELIGION
POL 110 INTRO TO POLITICS
POL 120 AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
POL 399 ST: FILM AND POLITICS
POL 495 INTERNSHIP IN POL
PSY 110
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
PSY 202
EXPERIMENTAL L APPL STAT
PSY 203
EXPERIMENTAL ft RESEARCH METH
PSY 210
DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCH
PSY 220
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
PSY 230
HISTORY/SYSTEMS PSYCH
PSY 250
PSYCH CONSCIOUSNESS
PSY 260
PSYCH BUS/INDUSTRY
PSY 322
GROUP DYNAMICS
PSY 325
PSYCH OF FAMILY
PSY 350 THEORY PERSONALITY
PSY 351
ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY
PSY 354
PSYCH OF LEARNING
SOC M l PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY
SOC 211 ELEMENTARY SOCIAL STATISTICS
SOC 215 SOC RESEARCH METHOD II
SOC 219 MODERN SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY
SOC 223 INTRO HUMAN SERVICES
SOC 233 SOCIOLOGY OF REUGION
SOC 335 SOCIOLOGY OF LAW
SOC 337 SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION
SOC 343 ETON It RAC CONFLICT RESOLUTION
SOC 365 SOCIAL DEVIANCE
SOC 482 SENIOR SEMEMINAR CRIMINAL JUSTICE
SOC 485 SENIOR SEMINAR IN SOCIOLOGY
SPAN 106 INTENSIVE BASIC SPANISH I It II
SPAN 110 BASIC SPANISH I
SPAN 111 BASIC SPANISH II
SPAN 210 INTERMEDIATE SPANISH 1- 1SS
SPAN 211 INTERMEDIATE SPANISH II - 2SS
SPAN 470 FILM THEORYINTERNATNAL PERSPECTIVE
WS 110 WOMEN'S CHANGING ROLES
WS 150 RACISM/SEXISM IN THE US
WS 310
CONTEMPORARY FEMINIST ISSUES

Graduate
ENG 599
ENG 616
ENG 620
PSY 650
PSY 691
SOC 510
SOC 614
TBED542

ST: HUMOR AS ARGUMENT
CREATIVE WRITING
TEACHING WRITING AS PROCESS I ‘
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT/TESTINCI
CLINICAL PRACTICUM II
SOCIOLOGY OF CITIES - 1SS
MOD INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY -2SS
SOC/PSY PROC MULTCULT EXPERNCES

SCIINCI AND HIALTH
Undergraduate
BIO 113
GENERAL ANATOMY k PHYSIOLOGY II
BIO 114
APPLIED ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY
BIO 120
HUMAN BIOLOGY
BIO 130
FJELDBJQLOGY
'810164 - GÉNÉRAL* BIÔIJOGŸIÎ H O f '1 0 M Î 9 C
BIO 335
FIELD BQTANY
BIO 399 * ST: RECENT TRENDS MAMM REPROD
CHEM 032 ORGANIC BIOCHEMISTRY: LAB
CHEM 052 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II LAB
CHEM461 GEN CHEM II LAB
CHEM 132 ORGANIC BIOCHEMISTRY: LEC
CHEM 161 GEN CHEM II LECT
CHEM 252 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II LEC
CM H L120 CURRENT HEALTH ISSUES
CMHL390 HUMAN SEXUALITY
CS201
COMP LIT MICROCOMP APPL
CS 23
COMPUTER SCIENCE I
CS 260
DISCRETE STRUCTURES
GEO 150 WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY
MATO 106 BASIC MATHEMATICS WITH ALGEBRA
MATO 110 CONTEMPORARY MATO
MATH 111 ALGEBRA It GEOM WITH APPUCATIONS
MATO 115 COLLEGE ALGEBRA
MATO 120 FINITE MATH
MATH 130 ELEMENTARY STATISTICS
MATH 160 CALCULUS I
MATO 161 CALCULUS U
PEAC250 KINESIOLOGY
PEAC354 TESTS k MEASUREMENT
PEAK 262 VOLLEYBALL - 1SS
PEEL 204 TENNIS I-1SS
PEEL209 KARATE I-1 S S
PEEP 370 ESSENTIALS OF STRENGTH It COND
PEEP 490 INTERN IN EXERCISE PHYS
PEGE150 FITNESS FOR LIFE
PHYS 110 INTRO TO PHYSICS

Graduate

BIO 599
ST: RECENT TRENDS MAMM. REPROD.
BIO 799
THESIS RESEARCH
CODS 609 GRAD CLINICAL PRACTICUM

riNVINe1DUCATII

Online Courses
This Summer
25 undergraduate and
5 graduate courses are
available online this summer.
These courses can be
completed online with
minimal visits to the campus.
For more information on
these Internet-based
courses, go to

www.wpuni.edu/cedl/Qnline.htm
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Overall, this a cadem ic year has been many things: traumatic,
bizarre, joyous, e xtra v a g a n t, la u g h a b le , upsetting, a nd most
certainly surprising.
The World Trade Center attacks were assuredly the most note
w orthy event ot the past year. While horrific and traum atizing
brought the nation as well as the campus community, a community
so very close to the heart o f the tragedy, together. It was an
abhorrent start to a year that transcended into something greater.
The on-campus a ffe ct of the terrorist attacks was students coming
together to the Student Center Ballrooms to telephone their loved
ones in New York City.
The Sept. 11 events closed the campus due to em ergency for
the first time in the Fall 2001 Semester. But this certainly was not
the last campus closing to occur this year. MSU again closed its’
doors for power outages, the first of which was due to the squirrel
incident. If you d o n ’t recall the circumstances, as unlikely as that
might be, a squirrel bit through an electrical wire, causing power
outages across cam pus an d rendering the squirrel d e a d . The
second pow er outage, this one only to the Student Center, of
w hich the cause is still unknow n was rather re ce nt-occu rring
only last week.
Controversy surrounded Greek life this semester when the Theta
Xi fraternity’s pledges were arrested for stealing road signs. However,
this was certainly not the only scandal to hit MSU’s campus. The
SGA Treasurer, Sharif Elhagin, was brought up on im peachm ent
proceedings on charges of breaking the co d e of ethics by receiving
financial com pensation for d e ejaying SGA fu n d e d events on
cam pus. While no conclusive e vid e n ce th a t Elhagin received

m

financial compensation was found,, he was instructed to write a
letter of apology to be printed in The M ontclarion. Alas, your eyes
are not deceiving you; Elhagin, a graduating senior, neglected to
submit the aforementioned letter. While the student government
was in turm oil, our state g o ve rn m e n t was visiting. G overnor
M cG reevey paid a visit to MSU announcing th a t NJ w ould be
cutting state funding for higher education, resulting in increased
tuitions across all NJ State schools.
But, on a happier note, there have certainly been some uplifting
events on campus. MSU joined the proverbial club of NJ State
schools with the inception of the flat-fee tuition, which is scheduled
to begin Fall 2002.
While the future for state budgets seemed grim, MSU's registration
future was looking up. Another momentous incident to propel
MSU into the future was the launch of the Web Enrollment System
(WESS) which allows students to register and view their academ ic
records on-line.
It's not only the continuing students’ futures that seem improved,
but also that of some of our graduating seniors. Further good news
recently occurred in MSU sports when quarterback Ed Collins signed
with the New York Giants.
In recent news, voter turnout for SGA elections was down again
this year, which resulted in the failure of the student fee increase
referendum, which is slated to be re-voted upon in the fall.
Overall, the year was filled with ups and downs. With only weeks
to go until the official end of the semester, one is left to say goodbye
to the graduating seniors. And for the rest of us, w e ’ll ponder on
w hat will happen next year.

Montclarion Q uestion
Of the Week:
W h a t’s Your Favorite
8 0 ’s M ovie?

Log on to:
www.themontclarion.com
to voice yo u r opinion.

< $$

Should a person w h o

plagirizes be expelled?
Never.

Depends on the
circumstances.

Maybe.

Not sure.

Definitely.
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V ie w p o in t_______

The Politics of the Left Where is Emergency
Contraception?

When I was the e d ito r of The that women are oppressed by them.
Montclarion op-ed section, in a time They seem though, to want nothing
long past, I had staff com prised more than to oppress men in return.
of writers who were mostly liberal. This hardly seems democratic. The
Some were leftist for political reasons, same goes for animal rights activists
while others just wanted marijuana who-are so vehement in their beliefs
legalized. There was only one con that they will insult or even assault
servative writer to go with this group people who eat meat or who are
of five or six liberals. She was, as a wearing animal skins. Let's face it;
result not always shown the respect someone who would throw red paint
she deserved. I basically had roped on me just because I wear a leather
her into writing for The
jacket is considerably overMontclarion
because
zealous, not to mention mis
thought the staff was not
guided.
balanced enough in its over
As for my former staff
all makeup. Even though I
writer, I felt horrible for her at
disagreed with just about
times while she was working
every one of her columns,
at the paper because she
or as I liked to refer to them,
was not given a fair shake
"NRA, Jefferson-loving dia
by the rest of the staff,
tribes," I made every effort
or even by other students.
to accom m odate her as I
One of them even once
did the rest of the writers, as
asked me how the "fascist”
my job was not to agree or
was doing. Conservative,
disagree, but to aide them
yes. But fascist? How does
in their right to free expression.
being a Republican make you a
Truth be told, she was one of the fascist? It would if you were so set in
most gifted writers on staff. Well your method of thinking you would
anyway, I got e-mail from her a week not accept another viewpoint.
or so ago telling me that she had
What this is really indicative of is
taken a gander at The Montclarion how most ideological people gener
website. And suffice it to say she ally think. The natural inclination of
wasn't happy with w hat she saw. any such person is to want to have
The publication, in her assertion, everyone else see things their way.
was dom inated by leftist "pro p a  The world is wrong, you see, and
ganda.”
everyone believes they know the
More importantly though, she saw best way to right the ship, as
a disturbing them e
it were. Conser
developing, one that
vatives think the
66 W h y is it t h a t t h e w orld is too lib
I actually have been
sadly observing over
eral, liberals think
MAJORITY OF
the past few years
the world is too
LIBERALS SEE IT AS
myself. "Can I ask you
conservative. The
a question, as a lib
NRA thinks gun
THEIR MISSION IN LIFE
eral?" she inquired of
laws are to o
me. “Why is it that the
TO CONVERT THOSE
steep, an d the
majority of liberals see
NOW thinks they
PEOPLE WITH DIFFERING
it as their mission in
are too limited.
life to convert those
K In my view,
VIEW S? 99
people with differing
being a liberal
opinions?"
means that you
With all due respect to my fellow allow for others to voice their opinion
so-called liberals, she’s absolutely in addition to your own, and that
right. The sheer fa ct of the matter equal respect is given for each.
is that the word "liberal" has come I’m not crazy about conservative
to mean something much different thought or conservative politics, but
than what it is supposed to mean. then again, I represent only myself.
In my view, being a liberal is about I must realize that, especially for a
accepting people for who they are, borderline nihilist like me, I can seem
not simply regarding all conserva very harsh to someone not accus
tives as backward Neanderthals. It tomed to hearing certain viewpoints.
seems that toleration gives way to Sometimes people get too carried
partisanship.
away in emotion and loose sight of
Basically, there is no "us,” it is the proper means of going about
simply "us or them." There is no mind moderate and intellectual ways of
paid to the collective good, but expressing themselves.
rather just to the good of the political
As John Locke once observed,
right or left. In that way, many liberals those who do not tolerate should
I've met are themselves no better not be tolerated. The constant push
than conservatives are who do the and pull is what keeps democracy
same thing.
going. However, some of the firmest
Even though I am a registered believers in dem ocracy still fail to
Democrat, and in reality probably recognize this simple concept.The
closer to a socialist, I accept the fact principles of freedom should apply
that not everyone believes as I do. to all people who support them.
Does this mean they are less entitled
As the Conservative former staff
to their opinion? Of course not, they writer herself once put it, "Isn't the
are equally entitled.
-fa c t that we can disagree w hat
I find it frustrating to listen to makes this country so amazing?" anyone who seems so intolerant of
This column is dedicated to her.
others, regardless of who he/she Thank you for showing me what it
is, that he/she ends up contradict really means to be liberal.
ing the very cause of freedom and
equality he/she claims to support.
I've listened to so-called feminists Jerom e D ’A ngelo, a Political Sci
ramble on about how the ails of the ence major, is in his third year as a
world are caused by solely men, and member o f The Montclarion.

The American Medical Associa the sexual assault." What do they
tion has ad voca ted distributing it expect- divine intervention?
over the counter. It's been around for
Let’s try to live in the real world,
25 years and been proven safe. So ladies and gents: the reason EC is
why do you still need a prescription so controversial is not because it
to get it? Why does Wal-Mart refuse conflicts with any real moral issues;
to carry it? Why do some hospitals it is because women are not seen
refuse to provide it? Because it’s as the responsible individuals they
the emergency contracep
are. If the state allows EC’s
tion pill, and many people
convenience it is believed
equate it erroneously with
by some that women will
a b ortio n or with M ifeprex
use EC as frequently as
(RU-486).
their regular m ethod of
Let's get some of the ram
birth control (i.e. the pill,
pant mythologies out of the
condoms, etc).
way, shall we? Emergency
H ere ’ s e v id e n c e to
c o n tra c e p tio n pills inhibit
show o th e rw ise : "In a
p re g n a n c y . They do not
recent study, women who
cause abortion, contrary to
were given ECPs to take
what pro-life propagandists
home used other birth con
would have us believe.
trol methods at the same
The FDA states: “ Emer
rate as women who did
gency contraceptive pills are not not have the pills in their medicine
effective if the woman is pregnant; cabinets. Women who had the pills
they a c t by delaying or inhibiting a t home were more likely to use
ovulation, and/or altering tubal trans em ergency contraception once.
port of sperm and/or ova (thereby But they were not more likely to use
inhibiting fertilization)." Emergency it repeatedly."
contraception acts as a back-up
It’s also problem atic that a
birth control m ethod
statistic like this
to prevent pregnancy
is needed to
66 W h y c a n ’ t w e
after unprotected inter
p r o v e
t h a t
TRUST WOMAN TO MAKE women, when
course or contracep
tive failure. It has a
given a choice,
THEIR OWN DECISIONS?
window of approxi
will not use EC
mately 72 hours, so
"repeatedly."
accessibility of EC is a
Why c a n ’ t
major factor. It is also
welrust women
vital for victims of sexual
to make their
assault. Approximately
own decisions?
700,000 women are
Does the stdte
raped each year in
always need to
the United States, and
intervene with
W h y d o es t h e state
about 32,000 will become pregnqnt and control women’s right to repro
as a result. Disturbingly, many hospiALWAYS
ductive
health?
NEED
TO
tals, especially ones with religious
The truth remains that mistakes
CONTROL
REPRODUCTIVE
affiliations, are-not providing EC
to happen
with contraception-con
rape victims.
doms
break,
RIGHTS? 9 9 a diaphragm slips, etc,
Denying women EC is in direct not to mention that sexual assault
violation of a statement made by happens. EC should be available
the Ethical and Religious Directives and accessible to every woman.
for Catholic Health Care Services
that "A female who has been raped Kathleen Savino, an English major,
should be able to' defend herself is in her second year as a member
against a potential conception from o/The Montclarion.
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Changes for the SGA Is the Punishment
Befitting the Crime?
My Fellow Students,

dents from your SGA to join the
fight with us, and stand under that
I felt that the best way to begin aforementioned banner of citizen
my upcoming Presidency of the SGA ship. This is our school, and we will
is by addressing the student body make our voices loud and clear next
that elected me.
year. The SGA sees the need for a
The newest brothers of Theta Xi fra as a result, faced similar sanctions.
Needless to say, change is sur new recreation center to be built, ternity were recently arrested before A pattern is clearly forming. If you
rounding the members of the MSU with all of the amenities that go they completed their pledge educa make a mistake, you might as well
community, from the new parking along with it. We will not hesitate to tion process. They stole, among other hand over your charter and give the
garage to the housing com
plan, meet, and fight for things, a street sign, but unfortunately administration complete control of
plex, the tuition changes
a proposal for its construc for them, the street sign they stole your organization. It is also a wake
and the b u dget cuts, and
tion.
was on the same street as the Cedar up call for the Greek community
of course, the anticipated
In the recent election Grove police headquarters.
that times are changing, and certain
arrival of the class of 2006.
poll, 64 percent of you felt
Was it a stupid thing to do? Abso aspects of the pledge program need
We will all be called upon as
the SGA offers services and lutely, and the brothers of Theta Xi to be re-exam ined and possibly
students, faculty, administra
organizations on campus are well aware of this. They even eliminated.
tors, and educators to a ct
that meet your needs. We adm itted to the stupidity of their
Such sanctions help foster an antias a team with the simple
will a tte m p t to cha ng e actions. Theta Xi took full responsibility Greek sentiment on MSU's.campus,
goal of creating a meaning C hris W.
the mind of that other 36 for the actions of their members and both among the student body and
ful and wholesome college
percent of the voters in was prepared to repay their debt to the fa cu lty. Is this fair when the
experience for nearly 14,000 FITZPATRICK any way we are capable. the campus community in a variety Greeks, including Theta Xi, offer
S G A President
diverse minds. People from
I feel the new Director of ways, mainly a suspension term much back to the campus in the
all walks of life, young or old,
of Commuter Affairs and of one semester and a lot of com form of philanthropies, programming,
black, w hite, or yellow , m ale or Director of Multicultural Affairs will munity service. That was not among and in leadership roles? California
female, gay, bisexual, transsexual, help do just that. Only 26 percent of the sanctions they received.
has the three strikes law, in which the
single, married, Jewish, Christian, you feel that the Office of Residence
Theta Xi has been suspended severity of the punishment increases
Muslim, Islamic, Haitian, Latin-Ameri- Life fulfills the needs of the resident for one full year, all
in d i r e c t p r o 
can; we are all one voice under a students. We are going to find out four new members,
portion to the
6 6 S u c h s a n c t io n s
flag that waves proudly as a stalwart why, and then take whatever steps the president, pledge
num ber of in c i
HELP FOSTER AN A N T I- dents, until the
of knowledge and citizenship in a are needed to fix the problems. master,
and
the
tumultudus world. I am proud to be Forty-four percent of you feel that brother responsible for
third w hen the
a student voice, and proud to be MSU faculty goes out of their way sending the pledges
offender is taken
your President. With such a distinc to meet your academ ic needs. To on this'errand' have
out of the co m 
tion comes responsibility, and one I help Asses the problems the other 56 all been suspended
munity. Perhaps
readily undertake. .
percent, we will move forward with for th e fall a c a 
implimenting a
I have never ca re d m uch for the SGA-EVALS program to share as dem ic
semester.
similar code of
empty promises, nor for telling people peers that teachers and faculty are Theta Xi has been on
punishm ent
something just to a ppease their superior, and which are inferior that MSU’s campus for ten
would work for
senses. Like anybody else a t this we may make the changes as an years, u tilize s o n e
the Greek organi
institution, I have goals, and a desire institution of higher learning. Fifty- o f the least d e m a n d in g educa
zations.
severity as Theta Xi
G reek s
e n t im eSuch
n t on
tg make them realities. As such, I seven percent of you support the tion programs within the Greek com received on the-second offense
come before you students in print idea of Greek Housing on campus. munity, and has only had one previ
M SU is’ snot
CAMPUS,
a feasible option.
to tell you th a t any veil you feel We will continue with our proposal ous disciplinary incident.
A punishment is supposed to be
BOTH AMOUNG THE
obscures the business of the SGA will and Asses the need for a Greek
Knowing this, do you feel that constructive and assist in minimizing
be lifted on June 1'ds the precise Housing system in order to put a the sanctions imposed upon Theta
the BODY
possibility
STUDENT
AND for a recurrence of
budgets of the Student Government proposal in place. To improve the Xi are fair and justified? Many do not. u n a cce p ta b le behavior, such as
THE FACULTY.
99
Association will be disclosed to all residence life situation, the SGA will According to Dan Carrino, President
stealing street
signs. Our student
who care to view them in a public continue its Movie Rental Program, of Theta Xi, "these sanctions are handbook even states this policy.
manner. Furthermore, I am asking The purchasing films for resident students destructive to our organization and
Theta Xi will be serving their pun
Montclarion to allow me to publish to rent in the comfort of their rooms the education of the individuals ishment next academ ic year. You
these documents in the first publica for free.
involved."
won't see their blue, white, and silver
tion of the 2002-2003 a c a d e m ic
We will continue to fight for stu
It is possible, as an outsider, to table set up in the cafeteria, nor
years. Let all who feel they are not dent input on the parking proposal, look at this situation and conclude anyone new wearing their letters.
informed of our finances look on, and and if necessary, taking steps to that Theta Xi's extreme punishment Seven of them will be absent from
come to us with their questions or amend it or fight it based on the stu is being used to set a precedent classes this fall. But ask yourself this,
concerns. The SGA is a practice, not dent opinion. We will make ourselves and an example for the other Greek is it fair?
a science. You are our stockholders, as accessible as possible through organizations a t MSU. Especially
you are our benefactors, and you our website, e-mail, and office hours. because this is the second time in
are our goals. I also wish to make All in all, we are taking very seriously recent history that a Greek organiza Erica Manan is in her first year as a
it clear that we will not stop there. every goal we have as students, tion has faced criminal charges and member o f The Montclarion.
It is the intention of this SGA to chal every fiscal responsibility, every
lenge the status quo in the 2002-2003 student concern. We are all a part
campaign. We will not stop until we of this experience, and we all need
have 3,000 of you vote in next year's to work together to make it happen.
elections. Yes, each one of you pays Everybody is welcome to become
for the SGA to function, and no, not a part of the team...Break the Walls
all of you feel you are getting your Down...Build the Bridges Up...and
money’s worth. We plan to do all we Experience the Madness!
can to change that this year, and
the elections will tell us if you feel we
are doing our job.
Chris W. Fitzpatrick
The call is going out to the stu
SGA President

Theta Xi is M ade an Example for MSU
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A Look Back in Time
As students, we have all come a an Editor-in-Chief? James Davison, I .
long way as another semester draws cannot express how proud I am of
to a close. In this time, we have you. Congratulations on a highly
learned a little more, made a few successful year, especially your coor
new friends and com e 16 weeks dination and involvement with the
closer to achieving that goal of a September 11th, "Sparky the Squirrel"
college degree. As I complete the and April Fool's special editions. I
final requirements for my Bachelor am very impressed with all you have
of Arts, I cannot help but reminisce achieved and am, so happy to
a b o u t all the p e o p le th a t have be able to stand by your side
made me want to be able to press and support you. Who would have
replay and relive my experi
guessed that when "Awe
ences at MSU all over again.
some Alyson" met "Jubi
Over the past four years,
lant Jim" at freshman ori
I have had the pleasure of
entation in 1998 that four
collaborating with and learn
years later we would have
ing from many members of
shared so much. You have
the MSU campus community.
always been there for me,
Special thanks to Philip Bakesupporting me uncondi
laar, Elaine Balestro, Thomas
tionally. We have had.
Benediktsson, Carl Bredlau,
many wonderful times
Eileen Bruck, Peter Campbell, Alyson
to g e th e r and I look for
Paul Cell, Gabrielle Cha- THELIN
ward to many, many more.
rette, President Susan Cole, ____
I love you, Jim!
Elizabeth Coleman, Mnrgn- V
----------y
Outside MSU, my family
ree Coleman-Carter, Dennis
has always been a won
Craig, Mark Friedman, Diane Gaspa- derful support network. To Aunt Betty,
ratos, Martin G reenwald, James Aunt Clara and Grandmarje: Your
Harris, Patty Kahn, M ichael Kent, interest and encouragement in all
Christine Lemesianou, Shunfa Li, that I do is greatly appreciated. I am
Evan Maletsky, Frank Marino, Helen so glad to be able to share so many
Matusow-Ayres, Karen Pennington, of my activities with you and am
Judith Shillcock, Ruth Bayard Smith, lucky to be related to such strong
Elaine Synnott, Valerie Van Baaren, and phenom enal women. Never
and especially Wayne Bond, Eric Dia forget that I love you!
mond, Lise Greene, Cindy Meneghin,
My sister, Alexandra, is also my
Chrystel Williams, and Phyllis Wooster best friend. She is all I could ever ask
for the mentoring, instruction, confi for in a younger sister, and more,
dence and opportunities you have with enough charisma for the both
given me. You have all m ade a of us. Alex, you are not only my
lasting impression that I will never fashion expert, shopping buddy,
forget.
and summer roommate, but also
Lynne Schreur, Wendy Tiburcio, a d e d ic a te d co-w orker and my
Jessica Penney, and Rebecca Saltz, homework helper. Please know that
the executive board of the Zeta your assistance does not go unrec
Chapter of Lambda Pi Eta, I thank ognized. Art history and computer
you for all your assistance this past class would not have been the
year. From the Cousin Brucie event same without you this semester. Best
to our 20th Annual Banquet, nothing of luck during your remaining
could have been coordiyears at MSU
noted without your help.
66 | c a n n o t h e l p b u t
and
know
The Communication Stud- I
th a t you will
REMINISCE ABOUT ALL THE never cease
ies Department is lucky to
have such untiring com- I
to make me
PEOPLE THAT HAVE MADE
mitment from students
proud. I love
ME WANT TO...PRESS
like you. We did it! Lynne, I
you!
my MOC Musical Theatre
My d e e p 
REPLAY AND RELIVE MY
pal, our late night conver- I
est thanks go
sations on instant messen- I
to my parents,
EXPERIENCES AT M S U
ger helped to keep me
fo r I h a v e
ALL OVER AGAIN. 9 9
sane. Thanks bunches!
l e a r n e d so
I would also like to
mu c h from
acknow ledge Brandon LaGreca. the example they have set. M o m
Brandon, I know you are going.to a n d D a d , y o u r determination
take Portland, Oregon by storm. From and commitment, whether you are
Clifton High School to MSU, we have solving a com puter programming
been through so much together. I question or learning a musical the
appreciate your willingness to listen atre song, is inspirational. You have
and your ability to just be. I will miss shown me time and time again that
you very much.
anything is possible if I put my mind
After tw o -a n d -o n e -h a lf years . and heart into it and this mentality
behind the scenes as the “Webmis- has guided me to where I am today.
tress," it is time to bid farewell to I know you have always been my
The Montclarion. The 2001-2002 staff biggest fans and I most definitely am
has a lot to be proud of and will yours. Thank you for being there for
always be number one in general me, whether it is physically cheering
excellence in my eyes. I am going me on or lending an ear my way. I
to miss the fun times we had in the love you both very much!
basement of the Student Center
Unfortunately, there is no replay
Annex, especially on production button, or a stop or pause button,
nights. The Oompa Loompa dance, to keep me from graduating this
the digital video recordings, the semester. It is time tp collect all my
jokes, the social com m ittee’s staff undergraduate memories and place
events and the uncpntrollable laughs them into a scrapbook, but I look
helped to make this past year unfor forward to beginning a new edition
gettable for me. Thanks to the edi soon. So long MSU, for now, but I will
torial board, Punta, Inbal, Lillian, be back in the fall to begin my next
Simona, Anna, James T„ Gina, Brian, academ ic journey. I know I w on’t
Michele, John, and Jenn, and all ever forget my time here and I hope
the assistants, for the memories. my fellow graduates w on't either.
Continued success to ea ch and A lyso n Thelin, a S peech Com 
every one of you always.
munication major, is in her third year
And what is a newspaper without as a member o f The Montclarion.
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Editor-in-Chief Says
Farewell and Thanks
The Montclarion- Looking around newspaper after getting caught up
in my life a t the moment there is with me. (Alyson deserves a special
little I can see that has not been ‘thank you” both for putting up with
influenced or completely brought me and for helping me through this
about through my involvement with year as EIC and the years before
this newspaper. This is an involvement thank you my love, it's m eant a
that began nearly four years I ____ _______ lot.) Even my roommate,
Matt Orlando. He’s never
ago when, as a freshman, I
written
anything for the
decided that somehow the
newspaper
and
has
world (or at least the campus)
stepped into the offices
would benefit from having
here only a few times,
my opinions thrust on them. I
but he wasn't very happy
became a columnist. That is
when the Student Center
where I met Justin Vellucci.
blacked out and the room
Now, if The M ontclarion
we shared became, tem
has been a defining factor James
porarily, The M ontclarion
in my life and specifically my
DÁVISON offices.
college career, Justin was the
E d ito r -in- Chief
The story of Alyson and
defining factor of my experi
----------- I dating and then working
ence on The M ontclarion.
He was the editor of the Opinion together here, though very special to
section at the time I began writing me, is not that uncommon. It's said
for it. Despite my ignorance and near very often around here, and only
death threats produced by a column half-jokingly, that The Montclarion is
that was less than friendly towards a cult. I started off small here, as
activities some Greek organizations a columnist, and then got sucked
perform, (specifically public chant into larger projects, higher positions,
ing) Justin asked me to be an assis etc., in short, more work. After this
tant editor. I know, slander shouldn’t I proceeded to bring in more mem
be printed here, but in defense of bers- Alyson and another roommate.
Justin's decision, he was desperate That other roommate then recruited
and I was willing. Either way, thus his girlfriend, and so on. Most people
began our friendship and his rise to here got to be here in some similar
the position of Editor-in-Chief. Like a way. This is not to say that the only
sucker, I followed him over that cliff way a person gets onto the newspa
and becam e Editor-in-Chief after per is by knowing someone. Quite
him, but not before putting in two the opposite, we can never seem
years as the Production Editor. (Curi to find enough people willing to do
ous about what any of these posi w hat we do and not get paid for
tions are? Come on down, read our it. W hat all of this means is that
constitution, maybe write an article perhaps the only somewhat reliable
proof against b e co m in g ¡bgshpf
or twenty for us.)
In the course of these years, a lot The Montclarion is by disassociating
has happened. When I began on yourself from anyone who is in any
the newspaper, one of the dominant way associated with it. In all honesty
themes appearing here was parking. though, and issues of cult-hood aside,
These four years later and... well, bad w hat reflecting on this has really
example there. Really though, being shown me is the extent to which this
on the newspaper has allowed me organization can be an extended
to see much of MSU and what goes family as well as a place to gain
on here that most other people, or knowledge and experience and
students at least, don’t get to see. alleviate boredom.
That, in (very) short, brings me
(Buy my autobiography Blackmail
ing Higher Institutions for Fun and to where I am today, writing my
Profit for details on this.) I've had the final column for my final issue of The
opportunity to meet and interact Montclarion.
As this trip nears its end, I am filled
with interesting people from the
President of this and other universities both with curiosity at what will take
to Yogi Bera,.and countless students the place of The Montclarion in my
and faculty. Outside of family, the life after it is gone and also with a
m ajor relationships in my life all mixture of relief and sadness that it
have something to do with The Mont will, in fact, be gone from my life.
clarion, from Justin (see above) to James Davison, a Philosophy & Psy
the lovely Alyson Thelin, my significant chology major, is in his fourth year
other who became caught up in the as a member o f The Montclarion.

The Montclarion’s

premiere couple
sends...

A goodbye kiss
from both of us
to all of you

www.themontclarion.com
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The Punta Years
From Being a Sports Editor to M anaging Editor, The Montclarion is
Forever in my Blood
It began with me entering a dim endless nights that left me baggy
lit office in the fall of 1999. As I walked eyed the next m orning in class.
in, I noticed a sign that read The Thank you, Professor Smith for being
M ontclarion sealed the center of a great pusher and believer in me
the office door window. Inside a throughout my time here at
poster of John Belushi drinking a The M ontclarion and as a
Jack Daniels and the word “college" student. The Red Pen myth
labeled across his T-shirt hung high will forever endure in my sto
on a wall. A blonde laid asleep, her ries of my days here.
head dangled off the worn down
From past, to present, to
sofa with a faded color palette of future, The Montclarion EditorO ctober. No one seem ed to be in-Cheifs during my time here
around, or at least awake. As I have left several memories.
walked out, I didn’t know if I was
Justin Vellucci, what can
going to return.
I say? From Frisbee wars to
Little did I know that my dream lucky charm commercials,
of being a sports journalist would you were a great friend
die here.
throughout my term as Sports
Little did I know this would Editor and now. Lets not forget that
become my home for the next three night working on the baseball pullout:
years.
“ Don't worry Mike, I'll stay with you
And little did I know of the friend till dawn if I have to." Boy you
ships and memories that would be didn't think I'd take your word huh?
born here.
Thanks for helping me
Today, April
66 L it t l e d id I k n o w
out and making me
25, marks the end
part of the family.
THIS WOULD BECOME MY
of a - as Arnold
James D avison,
Schwarzenegger
are
you here? Or
HOME FOR THE NEXT THREE
would say - “finare you there? Wait,
tasstik" course in
where am I? You
my l i f e. From
always seemed to
playing baseball
have an interesting
in the W affleview and answer to
Dome-with Anna
any. question. Thanks
L a w r e n c e to
for your support this
b o w tin g wi t h
year.
books alongside James Topoleski
James
Topoleski,
next year’s boss,
y e a r s . A n d l it t l e d id
to just spending late nights some you’re a smart, passionate man and
I KNOW
OF THE
FRIEND
w ha t h a llu cin a tin g on the
quiet
you've
grown a lot this past year.
^tr'ess-that overcame users
deadline
The
M
ontclarion
is in good hands.
SHIPS AND MEMORIES THAT
approached, passed, a nd cam e Remember - Relax, breathe, visual
again, nights and mornings
at BE
TheBORN
ize,HERE.
then act.
WOULD
99
M ontclarion were a m agic of it's
Being a Sports Editor was fun
own.
and a great learning experience.
The magic was no fairy dust Mike Scala and everyone at Sports
pow der or lucky rock, it was just Information, thanks for helping us
there, pass the open doorway of out then and now. Men's basketball
the office, in the keyboards, in the head coach Ted Fiore, Rob Chesney
chairs, in the people who made up and all the other coaches thanks
the paper during my time.
for being a great help and always
The magic grew one Spring setting tim e aside to talk. Dave
semester as I sat in the b a ck of Kaplan, thanks for helping me out
Professor Ruth Bayard Smith’s History and coming down to the paper and
of Journalism class...and I fell asleep. assisting us. Your advice was very
Of course then, I was a staff writer helpful.
and she was a Journalism professor.
To the Sports Staff of 2000-2001:
However, a year later, Professor Smith Thanks, a general is nothing without
would become adviser of the paper his troops. The whole team did an
when I becam e Sports Editor. She amazing job putting together what
would be there for me whenever I I feel was the best section ever. My
needed to talk to her and listened assistant Eli Gelman, photographers
to me as I rambled on about the Lizbeth Victorero and her crew Jay

I

INBAL KAHANOV /T H E MONTCLARION

Mike Sanchez, Managing Editor, Assistant Sport Editors, Eli Gelman
and Andy Seyka, at the NJPA Awards, put together an award winning
Sports Section in 2000-2001.

Long and Nicole Paterson, and my me up around mid June asking me
writers Mike Halper, Meredith Quick, what we're doing for sports. I told
and; of course, Andy “Ace" Seyka, him to relax and not to worry about
thanks.
it, enjoy the summer - of course he
This years staff m an w ould call up a couple of more
aged through a lot of holes times. But I learned a lot from you.
and we put to g e th e r a Your loyalty and dedication to your
great year. Sure the NJPA friends and a story were always one
thought we were only step ahead of everyone else. Your
second best and w e're passion for being a true reporter was
not good enough to win amazing and unparalleled.
Class I two years in a row
Seyka and baseball and Tuesdays
by the SGA, but WMSC working on Page 2, all together a
- who barely no one lis bad combination, but an excellent
tens to as opposed to over remedy to the boring day.
5,000 students who pick up
Guys, it was a pleasure working
The Montclarion - can? The with two characters and profession
Montclarion is the best.
als like you. I don' t think there's
I admire all of you for sticking anyway to show my appreciation
around in the late hours working on for your help in words, but there are
“ paper stuff" knowing that you're so many stories and memories to
not getting anything in return and remember. The impersonations and
somehow managing to make it to tales you two told of your coverage's
most of your classes. And to all the was great...and lets not forget the.
writers and photographers - thanks roadtrip. I hope at one point, if even
for making this year run smoothly.
for a week, the three of us can work
Simona Kogan, a great friend together one more time.
all year, thanks. You accomplished
Finally to my parents. Gracias por
what you wanted to with your sec ayudarme por todos mis anos en la
tion by putting your stamp on it. I univercidad.y espero que algun dia
hope you're proud of what you've yo les pueda regresar el favor que
accomplished. Good luck at Rut ustedes me dieron a mi. pero yo no
gers.
lo c r e o por que
Jenn Winski, keep
personas com o
smiling, Michele Phiustedes no hay
p a n y , w ho I'm
66 T h is y e a r ’ s s t a f f n a d ie .
indebted to forever,
T h e r e ' s so
MANAGED THROUGH A m u c h t o miss
John “ S p o n g e ”
Sparado, Jets/Vikings I
here: the writing
LOT OF HOLES AND
this yeapAlyson Thelin,
of quotes ,on the
a n o t h e r on e t h a t
WE PUT TOGETHER A board, the wres
should keep smiling, I
tling - though I
GREAT YEAR. 99
hope you all continue
m anage to not
to do well in your postp a r t a k e , the
Montclarion era.
office wars, the
Next years staff is
jokes, the scat
good to go. Inbal Kahanov, it seems t e r e d f i n a l boards, the quietness
to me you're, starting to wake up, of the office after all was done,
and if th a t’s true, you're going to the destruction of flies and peanut
do an amazing job next year as butter. There was Frodo, my monkey
Managing Editor. It requires a lot of butler,. (Batman), and my Arnold
time, dedication, and knowledge. impressions. W hat does "Punta"
In return you get stress, stress, and really mean?
more stress. Thanks for putting that
So here is my final a rticle - a
picture in for me (page eight in this "Thank you" letter that can’t express
weeks issue) and for listening to it enough. The days here a t this
me and helping me out this.year. paper, the people here at this paper
"Needles” may your nick names - as Billy Holiday sang "The memories
continue to grow.’ .
of all that, no no they can't take that
To Lillian Aleman, keep repre away from me."
senting, Anna Lawrence, wreak
And like a cru m b from a
h a voc next year,
ch o colate chip
Mike Cafaro, you did
66 A n d l ik e a c r u m b f r o m cookie, all I can
a good job this year
hope is th a t my
A CHOCOLATE c h ip c o o k i e ,
with pictures, Lauren
memories at The
M ontclarion for
Liloia, stick people
ALL I CAN HOPE IS THAT MY
ever remain part
are always good,
MEMORIES AT THE
of my life, and not
Gina Nitting, thanks
for solidifying Opinion,
one little crumb M o ntclario n f o r e v e r
not even the insig
Jerome D'Angelo,
REMAIN PART OF MY LIFE,
nificant ones like
Jets will win this years
sharing
a table
Super Bowl, Valerie
AND NOT ONE LITTLE
at d i n n e r wi t h
Har per , J e n n i f e r
CRUMB...FALLS OFF. 99
my-fellow friends
Bender, Cristin Curry,
- falls off.
Lacey Smith, Terrence
Unfortunately, even Hope has its
Thornton, and the rest of next years
staff remember to smile on those late flaws and so April 26 will roll around,
nights because as much as you hate then 27, and the m agic of those
those late hours, you know there's no nights will start in its own sad way to
better feeling then being part of The fade away.
So sit back before I forget, and
M ontclarion. I’m jealous that all of
let me tell you about this one day at
you get another crack at it.
My years as Sports Editor provided The Montclarion....
me with two close friends that I men
tioned above briefly - Mr. Gelman
Mike Sanchez, a Fine Arts major,
and Mr. Seyka.
I remember the summer before is in his third year as a m em ber of
the season started, Gelman called The Montclarion.
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a theater review In Arts & Entertainment. I’ve never written a
compelling Opinion piece. And I'd bo the last persoii you would
soo panning TheMoniclarlon's latest hard-hitting nows artl-
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boen fun, I love you all, and I'll never forget all the times, both
good and bad, that wo have shared over the years.
TheMontclarfontoan awesome place to find lifelong friends
and gain immense experience like no classroom cap provide.
So take the plunge and walk through that door for the first time
and walk Into the best years of your life. Find your voice.
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by Springtlmeyer & Davis
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YOU'D THINK

TtMPTATION ISLAND
80

Dolt
Decamped
60
SI
Qaddafl's land
Earth
éa
Service charge
65
Detonator cord
ffi
67
Kigali's country
Watercolors on a (£) soda tribune Media dervlcee, Ino
04/22/02
All right* reserved.
wall
47 “Crocodile
Dundee" star
48 Mongrel
10 Give a new
S o lu tio n s
smfp
51 Fellow
VI 3 3 a
u 3 3 N s
53 Distinctive
11 City south of
\L s V 1
atmospheres
Gainesville
u 1 i
N 0 O !
3 0 N 0 d
r
54 Distinctive
12 External
V U V 0
N 3 u i
X N T X s
qualities
13 Fingerboard
1 1 V H
s X U V
s V y n V
60 Shiny lizard
ridges
n O
a 1 y 3 A H
61 “Fame" star
18 Butterfly with
N V 0 0
O 0 S 3 y d
62 . de Leon
eyes pots
63 Maltese money
23 Sweeteher
V a N V
3 S h d
3 3 d
F
64 Cod's Image
24 Neutral shade
1 i 0 s
A 9 1 i
a a 1 d
r
65 Contemptuous
25 Wight or Capri
d V [§J
D y 3
s y 3 H 3 n
expression
26 Quaker's you
n 0 X 3
A i 1 L a
66 Colleen
27 Actor Dansoh
1 a i
87 Sunning spot
s
29 Three-masted
ship
V 1 O T y 1 s 0 N
DOWN
30 Ululate
N n D 3 s V 3 y O
1 Indication
32 Swung around
V i V a
0 D V 1
2 Source of pol
34 Tjjni
a 3 M V
8 V l s
3 Historic periods 35 Radames'
4 Gravy server
sweetheart
5 Dancing Fred's
36 Scheme
48 Flirtatious
55 Diva's number
sister
39 Orbiting loc.
lookers
58 Word with rock
6 Golf-club
40
Paulo
48 Metal fasteners
or rain
movement
42 Searcher for
49 Canadian
57 Speed contest
7 Pin box
weapons
territory
58 Fast-food
8 Plato or
44 What'd I do?
50 Pickling agent
magnate Ray
Carvey
45 Hundred Years'
52 Forearm bones
59 Went to the
9 Stipulation
War wlhher
54 Bunker, e.g.
bottom
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NUTRITION.

COSMETICS

INDORSEMENT.
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"It's not the heat, it's the humidity.
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BREAKTHROUSH
FILM ROLE.
(Nubi secNE)
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THIN.

DROP DEAD
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child care wanted

help wanted

Babysitter Wanted for 4 year old boy
in Glen Ridge. 10 hours per week.
$8.00 per hour. References needed.
Call Luann 973-429-9347_________

Wanted - Responsible, reliable
person, great with children. Good
driving record and own car required.
Children ages 9 and 11. Guarantee
3 1/2 hours/day M-F. F/T Summer.
1/8 mile from MSU. Contact Grace:
973-857-5079 __________________

Nationally known bridal desiger needs
full-time help in her studio in Millburn,
New Jersey. Some knowledge of
word processing necessary. Call
973-762-1001 after 6:00 p.m.

Seeking P/T Mother’s helper. Montclair family with 6 year old. Respon
sible sitter 10 - 15 hours per week,
early morning supervision, take to
school, play dates. Need safe driver
with own transportation. Exp. Preferred. Early ed. Val. 973-746-2901

Seeking young energetic individual
to assist stay at home mom with 3
children. Looking for 15 - 20 hours
per week. Must work Saturdays,
have toddler experience and driver
preferred. Call Pat 973-669-1710

Summer Day Camp Counselor:
Group Counselors, lifeguards/swim
instructors, activity instructors.
Spend an active summer outdoors!
Warren Township (Somerset Co.)
908-647-0664, rvrbnd1@aol.com.
Apply
online
at
www.campriverbend.bunkl .com.

Responsible woman to live in our
Upper Montclair home and care for
1 year old girl Monday - Friday 8:30
- 4:30. Starting September. References required. Call 973-655-7599

Summer Babysitter Wanted. Baby
sitter for 3 year old. 6 hours a week
June through August. Transporta
tion and experience required. $10
per hour. Call Mary Kate Mellow
973-509-1443

Part time Administrative Assistant for
Fairfield Real Estate Appraisal Office.
Ideal for student wishing to work thru
school year. Very flexible hours. Call
973-808-5240

P/T Instructors for Pre-K child in my
home. No experience necessary.
Must be reliable, open-minded, love
children. Education major preferred.
Free ABA training provided. Close to
campus. 973-890-9573___________
Fashion designer has an immediate
opening for an energetic, self-moti
vated individual for her busy studio in
Millburn, NJ. Will handle a variety
of jobs. Good communication skills,
and some basic PC knowledge a
must. Call 973-467-5500, evenings
973-762-1001. Ask for Ms. Homa.

miscellaneous
FOR RENT for female students during
Summer (half May, June, July,
August) Roommates to share room
close to campus.
Most utilities
included. Fall semester possible.
Call 973-778-1504 for info.

E astern S chool of A cupuncture
and

Tr a d itio na l M e d ic in e

New Je rse y ’s First
Acupuncture School

^

Q

Positions Available Immecjiately
for Mad Scientists.
* *f * * * *..........
***
**

/

★

L im it e d S c h o l a r s h ip s
and

F in a n c ia l A

id

Science o f N o rth Central New jersey ★
is curre:ntly looking fo r 'ijc n t^ t o work

★ 1-4-hours a week teaching science classes ★
^ .to k iijs . Excellent pay including training!!

AVAILABLE FOR QUALIFIED APPLICANTS

★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★

Call for an application and catalog

9 7 3 -7 4 6 -8 7 1 7
Visit our Website at www.easternschool.com

'

Candidacy granted by A C A O M
Approved by thfe New Jersey Department of Education

Do You:

¡8

*an4 set up an interview.

★
★
★
★
★
★ .
★
★
★
★
tit
★
★

T h a t’s w h a t
y o u r p a re n ts to ld
you w hen yo u
w e re a k id .

your career.

Careers at

^

i f you answere4 res. to these questions,
give us a caifat ( 975) 244-^880

college

m

4

♦ Love W orking with chflcjren^
♦ Have fu ll-tim e access to a-cart
♦ Have an outgoing personality^

You've just finished
and you're ready to begin

4

'

“ It’s all fun
and games
until someone
loses an e y e ../

S h o u ld n ’t y o u teU
y o u r c h ild re n ?

riy us out!!
We're Atlantic Stewardship Bank, a full service commercial bank, founded in 1985with a specific
purpose of providing a quality financial service to both businesses and individual consumers.
Better yet, not only arewe in the banking business, we're also in the business of developing great
careers. With 7 branches located throughout the Northern NewJersey area, excellent career and
promotion opportunities are always available. We invite you to explore the following positions:

Branch Banking Associate

Atlantic
Stewardship
Bank.

Responsible for providing a high level of quality customer service; recognizes opportunities and
effectively cross-sells the bank's deposiyioan/investment products to customers and prospects;
assists as required in the daily operational requirements including staff support proofs and
reconciliation’s. The qualified candidate should possess good problem solving techniques, oral
and written skills, and computer skills. Two years of retail banking experience a plus.

sports-related eye injuries —

Assistant Head Teller

bruised eyes, scraped or torn

Responsible for the general supervision of the tellers and teller services in a larger office,
controlVmaintains the reserve cash of the office, services customers functionally as a teller and
refers business opportunities to management The qualified candidate should have two to three
years previous teller experience or related work with an excellent customer sendee background,
as well as supervisory skills. Skill requiremedts should include use of adding machine, calculator
and PC

Part Time Teller MidlandPark

«

Atlantic Stewardship Bank offers competitive salaries commensurate with experience as well as
an excellent benefits package for full-time associates that includes
health, vision care, long term disability, dental, life insurance; profit
sharing employee stock purchase plan, 401 (k) and tuition
reimbursement

oil

corneas, detached retinas
and eye hem orrhaging.
Vision Council o f Am erica
wants parents to know th at

We are currently looking for a Part Time Teller to work Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday from
2:45 - 6:30PM, and Fridays from 2:45 - 7:30PM Cash handling and customer service experience
required. This is a great position for a college student

/ fs

Each year thousands o f
children suffer unnecessary

w earing protective eyewear
can prevent or lessen the
severity o f most eye injuries.
Talk to your eyecare
professional about
protecting your child's eyes.

So join our pleasant professional work environment today by
calling our Personnel department at (201) 444-7100ext 7119.
Or foiward your resume to: personnel@asbnowcom;
Fax:(201)251-1184.

V tA

ATLANTIC
STEWARDSHIP BANK

^

m

Vision Council
CoorK o f Affianca

630 G odw in Avenue
M idland park, NJ 07432

w w w .visionsite.org
We are an equal opportunity employer.

Visit our Web site at W W W .asbnOW .COm
I * # # * # # « * *'
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Collins
C o n tin u e d from p. 1

Collins breathed a sigh of relief
and proceeded to Inform his family
and friends.
The Giants were not a surprise
team. Two-and-a-half weeks before
the draft, Collins and eight other local
players from Rutgers and Hofstra
worked out with the Giants before
Head Coach Jim Fassel and Offen
sive Coordinator Sean Payton.
Payton, also the quarterbacks
coach, worked Collins through drills
and liked what he saw.
“ I had a very good workout.
[Payton] seemed to be favorable
toward me," said Collins.
MSU Head Football Coach Rick
Glancola calls Collins the “ best
quarterback he ever had." His other
quarterbacks Walter Briggs and Mark
Casale also played In the NFL.
"I w ouldn’ t be surprised If he
makes the team. He earned the
right to get a shot," said Giancola.
"Ed can fit Into whatever system
Is shown to him. He's smart. With
the coaching they give him and his
learning of their systerh I think he’ll
put himself In a pretty good position
to compete."
The Giants signed 34 rookie free
agents In 2001 and only six made
the roster. So the odds are against
Collins.
Glancola believes Collins' matu
rity and experience as a minor
league pitcher will be an advantage
for him over other prospects who

haven't been exposed to the busi
ness of professional athletics.
Glancola also thinks the way he
reacts to the Increased speed and
new coverages In the NFL will be key
to whether or not he makes the team.
Kerry Collins and Jesse Palmer are
the only other quarterbacks on the
Giants’ roster.
Collins Is eager to begin playing
again and has been preparing for
such an opportunity since MSU’s
season ended. He practices throwing
and runs every morning, works out In
a gym every afternoon, and does an
abdominal routine every night.
"I’m going to continue to do what
got me here," said Collins. "The next
step Is making the team."
Collins Is happy he won’t have
to move and will be able to play In
front of family and friends.
College of New Jersey Head Foot
ball Coach &ic Hamilton feelsCoins isat a
disadvantage coming from Division III.
"He has to learn that much faster.
The intensity level and time com
mitment Is not like Division I," said
Hamilton, who has always been
Impressed by Collins. “ He's got to
make up for the time that other
people have In the game that he
doesn't."
Of his chances, Collins said, “ I
wouldn't bet against me."
Neither would his friend, former
teammate, and training partner
Jamel Dorsey. Dorsey Is proud of

Collins and warns people not to
overlook him.
“ He has a rifle and they'll look
down on him because he’s Division
III and he’ll start throwing rocket
[passes] and someone's going to
get shot,” said Dorsey. “They'll stop

looking down on him and start look
ing up to him.
"I hope he doesn't forget me."
For Collins, the easiest transition
will be donning a new jersey.
He has always been a giant.

WHO WAS THE BETTER QBP
M A R K CASALE

YEARS

G

ATT

CMP TD

YDS- INT G EFFIC.

1980
1981
1982
1983
TOTAL

10
12
10
10
42

8
325
292
260
885

2
159
167
146
474

0
13
17
13
43

25
2052
2339
1670
6096

0
1
3
6
25

UJ

sjj

( /}

CD

36.8
105.9
141.6
122.0
121.8

WALTER BRIG G S

t

.

YEARS

G

AH

CMP TD

YDS

INT G EFFIC.

c/s

1983
1984
1985
1986
TOTAL

10
10
12
12
44

47
271
312
329
959

26
121
153
180
480

385
1826
2236
2931
7378

0
12
16
16
44

ATT

CMP TD

YDS

INT G EFFIC.

157
231
252
640

2235
2866
3307
8408

15
13
21
49

l

■-'-i

4
14
24
27

m

152.2
109.4
124.4
146.9
129.2

ED COLLINS

C /9
[ 3
B
1
t

i

YEARS

G

1999
2000
2001
TOTAL

11
314
10 414
11
439
32 1 1167
S |

15
16
32
63

116.0
120.4
135.2
124.8
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North Jersey Center For
Reproductive
Endocrinology And
Fertility

.

E G G D O N O R S N E E D E D !!!
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THE NORTH JE R S E Y CEN TER FOR REPRODUCTIVE
ENDOCRINOLOGY AND FERTILITY CEN TER IS SEEKIN G EGG
DONORS OF A L L EHTNIC BACKGROUNDS BETW EEN THE AG ES
OF 21-32.

es Available
Ä H

A S AN EGG DONOR, YOU CA N M AK E A DIFFERENCE
AND M AK E ONE COUPLE R EC IEV E A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD
THAT T H E Y DREAM ED OF HAVING.

'

fp V l

m

\ ¿ J ¡

1

RESIDENTS OF NEW JE R S E Y ONLY. EA CH CANDIDATE
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR N AM E ON IT,
ADDRESS A N D DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.

& F u it
(caüfor
y?

S
f r

- ’

AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE,
TH EY W ILL B E COMPENSATED $5.000.00.

For more information on our egg donor program call
(973) 470-0303
and ask for one o f our Nurses.

¿ fff!

EQUE

CENTER

42-22 Woodland Avenue, West Orange, NJ

1035 ROUTE 46 EA ST
C LIFT O N . NEW JE R SE Y 07013
TELEPH O N E (973) 470-0303

F A X - 9 7 3 - 9 1 6 -0 4 8 8
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Reel
T he 2001-2002season for
the

R ed H aw ks started

WITH A PROMISING FOOTBALL
PROGRAMAND NOWISCOIVING
TO A FNSH WITH A BASEBALL
TEAM WORWNG i f S WAY TO
THE TOP OF THE NJAC. fr
WASN’T THE GREATEST OF
YEARS, IN FACT SOMEWHAT
HEARTBREAKING, BUT IT WAS
STLL A MEMORABLEYEAR.

A LL PHOTOS COURTESY OF JOHN SPARACIO,
M IK E CAFARO, M IK E SANCHEZ / THE MONTCLARION
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Three Years of Growth
ByEU Gelman
AssistantSports Editor
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It began as a tribute to a legend paign in MSU history in 1996-1997
and developed into an educational Cali came up with the idea to name
institution.
the incoming baseball stadium aftei
The Yogi Berra Museum and Berra. Berra lives in Montclair anc
Learning Center has taken educa^ his son Larry graduated from MSI
tion to another level by using so Cali thought it would be fitting
sport as a teacher. Since opening that the stadium bear the name ol
to the public on
the great baseball
Dec. 1, 1998, the ^ B
¡con
museum
has ■
««EVERYTH.NG EPITO- 'C° S te a c c e p le d ,
hosted over 75
MIZES YOGI BERRA. H e a place within the
r
««
■
HAS A REMARKABLE
stadium was to be
grams for studesignated to tell
dents of all ages.
ETHICAL STANDARD AND the life story of
It has enabled
THAT’ S REALLY THE
Berra.
SChOOlS to C O n "He wnc flnt
nec.
various ■
DRIVING FgRCE OF THIS )#fe£ HeW“ d * £
issues _of sport ||^ B
*.
PLACE.99
wife] Carmen were
including social ;^ ^ B
taken aback. They
justice, literacy,
ip ose? G w liked that the name
and sportsman- 1 I||B A/yjaeurh Pr^dGnt/Fcxj rid&r would be in perpeship into their cur- B |
. tuity and .was on a
riculums.
.,£*
university campus," Cali recalled of
It has welcomed renowned pitching the idea to Berra at a dinner
authors, star athletes, politicians, that winter,
and entertainers^While Joe Torre,
Berra has a slightly different verTed Williams, Rudy Giuliani, and the sion of thesfory.
late Dick Schaap have graced the
“I said, ‘go ahead. I’ve got nothmuseum, the most important man ing to lose,’ " laughed Berra. “ It gives
who walks in almost every day me a place to hang out."
is Berra. Whoever said one man
The museum helos tercióse, thp

v.themontclanon.com

M

e e w m rm

and Development
Athletic director Holly Gera was on
year.
the panel of a program exploring
MSU President Susan Cole says
the "business of sports." Earlier this
the museum has been "an asset" to
week, and every April, New Jersey
the university.
fourth, fifth, and sixth grade students
"It has given the University very
come for “Baseball Discovery Week,"
good exposure," said Cole, who
which connects baseball to math,
has been at many events. "Its pres
physics, and sports
ence at MSU has
medicine. Student f l
given the museum
teachers and fa c
a strong setting to
66|T h a s g iv e n t h e
ulty from the Col
pursue its mission.”
lege of Science and
Ten World Series
UNIVERSITY VERY GOOD
Mathematics lead
Rings, a plate in
the weeklong pro
Cooperstown, a.
EXPOSURE.99
gram.
baseball stadium
-D r. Susan C ate ancj museum that
The museum is
currently working on
AASU President beathis name isn't
a program featuring
all that bad for the
the great Yankee
poor kid from St.
shortstops of all-time. I
. Louis.
Acclaimed author
M
So which means
of the classic Boys %
the most to Berra?
of Summer Roger Kahn will lead a
^"That’s toughfThe Hall of Fame
discussion in June about his years .doesn’t have too many people,"
covering the Brooklyn Dodgers to
said Berra.
commemorate the 30th anniversary
And only MSU has the Yogi Berra
of the book's release.
Museum and Learning Center.
Asked why an author and histo
rian of his rival Dodgers is coming to
the museum, Berra again laughed
and said, "I don’t do the booking."
The Institute For International Sport
at the University of Rhode Island
recently selected the Yogi Berra
-Museum and Learning Center to
receive its “ Honorable Competi
tion" award, which "recognizes an
'''oY^dhizdtidH'^boh^hTrilfiferif'fb excel
lence in sportsmanship and sports
education.”
So after three-and-a-half years of
averaging 50,000 visitors annually,
museum executive director Dave
Kaplan says its success has surpassed
all expectations.
"We never realized how well
things would go," said Kaplan, a
moderator of many programs* "A
lot of it is Yogi's popularity. He's
undergone a renaissance.":
With the need for more exhibit
and classroom space, the museum
is currently in the process of raising
money for: expansion tjaqt will add
two floors to the museum and a
freestanding broadcast studio. The
studio will be used for a. new MSU
post-baccalgureate degree in sports
broadcasting.
: "The future is very bright," said
Kaplan.;'"We're optimistic about
breaking ground at the end of the

RememberingtheDays
From Top Left to Top Right Counter Clock1. Yogi Berra and Former NYC Mayor Rudy Giuliani with the Yankees
World Series trophy.
2. Nets center Jim McLIvaine reads for young kids as part of the "Read
Across America" program.
3. (I. to r.) NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman, former N.Y. Ranger Pat
LaFontaine, author Stan Fischler, N.J. Devils Ken Daneyko, and former Devils
owner Dr. John McMullen.
4. Former N.Y. Yankees' first basemen Tino Martinez (left), Don Mattingly
(center) and Chris Chambliss on a discussion for "Who's on First?" fund-raiser.
5. Front of museum.
6 Sharon Robinson, daughter of Jackie Robinson, at character education
program.
7. MSU journalism professor, Ruth Bayard Smith (left) and Fox sports
broadcaster Sam Marchiano in women’s sports symposium "Exploding
the Myths."
8. Yogi Berra and John Golomb (right)designer of baseball glove exhibit.
9. Yankee great Whitey Ford signing his book "Few and Chosen."
10. Yankee Manager Joe Torre and his bench coach Don Zimmerman.
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Low to High
The women’s tennis team got on the courts this past
weekend as the team held the 2002 Singles Tennis
Tournament.
The team held it’s own and now turn their attention to
the fall to kick off their year.

JAY LONG /T H E MONTCLARION

Enhance Your
Skills with a
Masters in English
from Seton Hall
Seton Hall University now offers a Hub and Spoke Program
for the Master o f Arts in English. After completing a 12-credit
“Hub” o f required courses, you can choose the 18-credit “Spoke”
that most appeals to your career objectives:
LITERATURE SPOKE
For future Ph.D. Candidates

WRITING & PEDAGOGY SPOKE
For Future or Current
Secondary Education Teachers

Studies in Criticism

Approaches to Teaching Literature

H istory o f the English Language

Com position Theory & Practice

Literature electives & seminars

Art & Craft o f W riting

M aster’s Thesis

Literature electives and seminars

For more information,
call Dr. Angela Weisl, Graduate Advisor,
at (973) 275-5889,
Or visit the Web at artsci.shu.edu/english

Change goes in.
Change com es out.
Year-round, The Salvation Arm y takes the money you give and uses it to make
wonderful changes all over the country. Last year alone, we assisted over 26 m illio n individuals
in a variety o f ways. W e supplied food to the hungry, clothing and shelter for the homeless,
sent children to summer camp, provided relief for disaster victims across the.country, and much
more. O f course, w e can't make our contribution without yours. So give to The Salvation "
Army now and throughout the year. W e promise, you'll get change back.

A A A SETON H ALL
ffTHnnUNIVERSITY.
1

8

S

6

www.shu.edu
400 South Orange Avenue, South Orange, New Jersey 07079

NEED KNOWS N O SEASON.
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w e e k ’ s

standings
Through 4/23

A ction

B a s e b a ll

1

M SU

25-9

W PU

9-5

Rowan

7-7
6-8
4-9
3-11
0-15

Rutgers-Newark
Ram apo
N JC U
Richard Stockton

BASEBALL

25-7
29-6
21-8
21-9
20-14

* WsStKÉME'

Rutgers-Cam den

Overall

11-3
11-4
10-5
10-4

Thurs. 25 @ Rowan*
3:30 p.m.
Fri.2 6 vs.TC N J*
3:30 p.m.
Sat. 27 @ W PU*
12 p.m. (DH)
Tues. 30 vs. John Hopkins
7 p.m.

13-17
13-16
17-15
11-22

» .

Kean

N JA C

i-é

TCNJ

MAY
Wed. 1 vs. York College (PA)
3:30 p.m.

Softball
Overall
14-2
25-7
13-3 • 26-12
11-5
26-10
11-5
26-11
10-6
25-12
6 -8
22-9
6 -1 0
11-23
5-9
12-21
2-14
7-21
0-16
4-25

NJAC Cham pionship
Fri. 3 - Mon. 6
@ Yogi Berra Stadium
TBA

N JAC
W PU
Rowan
MSU
Ram apo
TCNJ
Rutgers-Cam den
Richard Stockton
Kean
Ñ JC U
Rutgers-Newark

F re s h m a n In fie ld e r
W rig h ts to w n , NJ
M cDonnell was nam ed “NJAC R ookie o f the
W eek” for the second consectutive w eek after bat
ting .667 w ith 10 hits, 14 runs, and scored 8 runs.
She also hit 5 hom e runs and is at 11 hom e runs
on the season, tying a MSU single-season record.

Wed. 8 @ Salisbury U.
3:30 p.m.
Fri. 10 vs. Ithaca%
7 p.m.
Sat. 11 vs. Bridgewater (MA)%
3 p.m.
Sun. 12 vs. York College (PA)%
1 p.m.
NCAA Mid-Atlantic
Regional Tournament
Thurs. 16 - Sun. 19
TBA

h o n o r a b l e
«

R
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Tara Todaro
S enior P itcher - R
Lodi, NJ
Todaro was nam ed “NJAC P itcher o f the
W eek” after going 3-0 with a 1,40 ERA. She
bought her strike out total to 139, second in
the NJAC.

SOFTBALL
B aseb all

Cathy Hom iek
Sophom ore A ttacker
Toms Rivers, NJ

Thurs. 25 vs. SUNY Farmingdale
3 p.m.
Sat. 27 vs. Ramapo*
1 p.m.

4/18-MSU 9, RSC8*
4/19-MSU 5, R-C 0*
4/20 - MSU 12, Ramapo 0
MSU 7, Ramapo 3

H om iek broke the single-season point
record with 76 this past week. She broke
her own record she set last year with 72.

NJAC Championships
Thurs. May 2 - Sat. May 4
TBA

S o ftb a ll
4/20-MSU 5, R-C 1*
MSU 4, R-C 2*
4/21 - MSU 4, Bloomfield 1
MSU 10, Bloomfield 2
4/23-TCNJ 7, MSU 6*
MSU 8, TCNJ 4*

Thurs. 25 @ Stevens Tech
7:30 p.m.

Men’s Lacrosse

MEN TENNIS

4/21 - MSU 9, Kings Point 7

Mon. 29 @ E. Stroudsburg
3 p.m.

WOMEN’S LACROSSE

Women’s Lacrosse

WOMEN TENNIS
Singles Tennis
Tournament 2002
Fri. 19 @ 4 p.m.
Sat. 20 @ 10 a.m.

4/18 - Adelphi 17, MSU 8
4/20 - Manhattenville 18, MSU 7
Tennis

4/18-M S U 5, NJIT2
4/20 - SUNY New Paltz 6, MSU 1

* New Jersey Athletic Conference Contests
% Lou Greco/John Cowan Tournament

‘ New Jersey Athletic Conference Contests

V
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NCAA Division III
National Championship
@ Grand Chute, Wl
Fri. 24 - Tues. 28
TBA
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E rnest Tymes
Freshm an Long Jum per
P hiladelphia, PA
Tymes captured the long ju m p w ith a leap
o f 6.92 m eters and also w on the trip le ju m p
w ith a total ju m p o f 14.20 m eters a t the CTC
O utdoor C ham pionships.

Stephanie Rom anko
J u n io r O u tfie ld e r
N. B runsw ick, NJ
Rom anko had 11 hits, 9 nine runs, and stole
five bases over the week.
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The Montclarion
“M a k in g th e te a m is th e n e x t ste p
...I WOULDN’T BET AGAINST ME.”
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E d Collins, Form er AASU CDuorterdock

From
Big Red
To the
NFL’s
Big Blue
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Quarterback Ed
Collins Agrees to
Terms with Giants

ai
LIZBETH VICTORERO /T H E MONTCLARION

“ ED CAN FIT INTO WHATEVER SYSTEM IS SHOWN TO
h im ... W it h t h e c o a c h in g t h e y g iv e h im a n d h is
LEARNING OF THEIR SYSTEM I THINK HE’LL PUT
HIMSELF IN A PRETTY GOOD POSITION TO COMPETE.”
Rick (Cioncolo,
AASU H e o d Footdo! C ooch

IN SID E :

Ed Collins joins New York Giants
Yogi Berra Museum and Learning Center
Celebrates Over Three Years of Existence
W omen’s Tennis

m

IN SID E :

Athletes of the Week
Final Spring Schedules of AH Teams
3rd Annual Highlight Reel

